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Fishing the Best

1-800-205-3474
Responsibility disclaimer: Due to space restrictions, not all details, taxes, and lodge features are listed. Prices quoted are subject to change and are per person, double occupancy - unless otherwise listed. On Larry’s hosted trips and many other trips, a partner can be arranged for you at the Lodge. In all cases, gratuities and home airport to destination flights are not included. Other restrictions and price changes may apply due to international currency exchange rates and possible fuel surcharges. Fishing with Larry and their agents are not to be held responsible for any act, omission, or events, or for any loss, injury, or damage to or in respect to, is in no way to be considered as the principal or operator of the subject services.
**Africa - Nxamaseri Island Lodge**

**Tiger Fishing Okavango Delta - Botswana**

Nxamaseri Island Lodge is the premier tiger fishing destination in Botswana. The Okavango Delta is a vast, swampy inland delta and was named one of the Seven Natural Wonders of Africa. Fly or spinning tackle works well for tigers averaging 4 to 8-pounds. Peak tiger fishing season is generally from September to mid-November during the catfish (barbel) runs. The Lodge is open year-round, and the fishing season is closed in January and February. The Lodge has four V-hull 16 to 22’ aluminum Aliboats. Local, English-speaking guides have been trained by the Lodge owner, an avid fly angler.

**Nxamaseri Island Lodge** is a small, remote lodge with seven chalets. Each cottage has a private deck overlooking the water. Spectacular birding with over 325 species in the area. Birding packages are available and include private boat and guide.

**Includes:** lodging, meals, guided fishing, fishing license, laundry, and Okavango Air Rescue. Excludes boat fuel approx. $50.00 per day.

**The 2021 Barbel Run - September 1 - October 31:** 4-nights and 4-days guided fishing $2,448.00 p.p. Many Package Options.

---

**Africa - Dhalla and Samaki Camps**

**Tiger Fishing - Ultimate Fly Fishing Safari**

Fly fish remote stretches of the Mnyera and Ruhudji Rivers. Explore up to 75 miles of these remote wilderness rivers. Due to an abundant food supply and very little fishing pressure, tigers average just under 8-pounds, and many are in the 10-to 28-pound range. You’ll have a daily shot at trophy tigers over 20 pounds. The season runs from August through November. Most of the time, you’re drift fishing with single barbless flies. No beat is fished twice in a week, and spawning areas are off limits.

World-class, English-speaking guides. 18’ aluminum boats with 25-HP motors. Two anglers per boat and guide, plus deckhand. You’ll stay at two tent camps. The main Dhalla Camp has electricity for charging cameras and laptops, while the Samaki Camp on the Ruhudji River is a rustic bush camp. The chef prepares delicious meals on wood-fueled grills. The camp hosts eight per week.

**Includes:** airport reception, required ground transfers in Africa, roundtrip charter flight between Dar es Salaam and camp, guided fishing, camp lodging, meals, beverages, limited beer, fishing licenses, Conservation Levy of $150.00, and a 16% Tanzania Tourism VAT.

7-nights and 6-days guided fishing $10,000.00 per person

---

**Africa - Cameroon Nile Perch**

**Fly Fishing the Faro River for Monster Perch**

In Cameroon, Nile perch reach up to 78-inches and over 220-pounds! During the day, you’ll fish for three species of tigerfish and yellowfish, and at night for giant Nile perch. Bring a headlamp. After dark is feeding time. English-speaking guides stay close at hand to help with hookups. Perch 39-inches and up are considered a trophy. The season runs late January through March. You’ll fish on foot, with single-handed rods and single barbless hooks. You’ll have access to a 74-mile section of the Faro River bordering the Faro National Park. The Camp hosts four anglers per week, with two anglers per guide and 4WD vehicle. Fishing areas are a 15 to 60-minute drive from camp, with some game viewing along the way.

There are two camps, each with four beats, rotated throughout the season. Only one camp is fished per week. The Upper Camp has brick duplex-style African huts. The Lower Camp offers an authentic West African safari experience with safari tents. One angler per room. Lunches and dinners feature freshly prepared game meat and salads.

**Includes:** meet and greet at Garoua Airport, ground transfers to the hotel and airport, roundtrip charter flight Douala to Garoua, guided fishing, fishing license, camp accommodations, all meals at camp; soft drinks, water, and four beers per person per day.

7-nights and 6-days guided fishing $9,750.00 per person
Alphonse Island is a remote island paradise and perhaps the most prolific bonefishery in the world. Bonefish range from 3 to 8 pounds, plus three species of triggerfish, five species of trevally, and the fabled milkfish weighing up to 40 pounds. You’ll fish vast flats, lagoons, channels, and reefs in this nature lover’s paradise. The fishery caters to twelve anglers per week, two anglers per skiff, and an English-speaking guide. The season runs from late September to mid-May. Optional offshore charters provide an opportunity for bluewater fly fishing or gamefishing.

**Alphonse Island Lodge** has 22 private beach bungalows and five one-bedroom suites. Each unit has air-conditioning, an ocean view, a private bathroom, a mini-bar, and veranda. The main hotel complex has a swimming pool, tennis court, superb restaurant and bar. Non-angler activities: kayaking, diving, snorkeling, and the beach.

**Includes:**
- roundtrip charter flight between Mahe and Alphonse at an $865.00 value
- accommodations and meals at the Lodge
- Wi-Fi
- guided fishing
- fishing license
- use of fishing rod and reel
- snorkeling and water sport equipment
- VAT

**7-nights and 6-days guided fishing**
- Beach Bungalow $10,760.00 p.p.
- Beach Suite $14,155.00 p.p.

---

**Africa - Seychelles - Cosmoledo Atoll**

**GT Capital of the World and New Land-Based Resort**

Cosmoledo Atoll’s white sand flats, lagoon edges, and channels are ruled by the giant trevally. The Atoll’s pristine ecosystem is also home to impressive numbers of bonefish, bluefin trevally, bohar snapper, barracuda, the fabled milkfish, permit, triggerfish, and wahoo. The fishery has two seasons—the first runs late October to mid-December and then late February to late April. Twelve anglers per week. Two anglers per world-class English-speaking guide.

The new Eco Camp on Wizard Island has eight air-conditioned, Eco Pod cottages. Each pod has an outdoor shower and a front porch with a sitting area, around-the-clock 240-volt electricity, and British plug points. Enjoy chef-prepared Creole and international dishes in the central dining tent.

**Includes:**
- meet-and-greet at the Mahé Airport
- roundtrip charter flight between Mahé and Astove Atoll
- boat transfers from Astove to the Atoll
- Eco-Camp lodging
- all meals at camp
- guided fishing
- fishing license
- Wi-Fi
- daily laundry service
- use of watersport and snorkeling equipment

**7-nights and 6-days guided fishing** $15,595.00 per person

Upgrade to one angler per guide $18,595.00 per person

**Non-Angler companion:** $10,800.00 per person

---

**Africa - Seychelles - Providence Atoll Liveaboard**

**Indian Ocean Fly Fishing Expedition**

After a six-year suspension on fishing, Providence Atoll reopened in 2015. The Atoll is mostly untouched, with fewer than a thousand visitors in the past century. Wade or sight fish up to 28.5 miles of pristine flats, plus an enormous lagoon system for GTs, triggerfish, bumphead parrotfish, bonefish, milkfish, bohar snapper, bluefin trevally, Indo-Pacific permit, and more. Surface fish in bluewater for dogtooth tuna, barracuda, wahoo, yellowfin tuna, sailfish, and an occasional marlin. Most of the fishing is wading. Anglers cover up to two miles a day. Twelve anglers per week. Three anglers per English-speaking guide and panga-style skiff.

**Maya’s Dugong** is a 135’ retired research vessel with four levels and seven spacious air-conditioned cabins with private bathrooms. Enjoy chef-prepared meals in the large dining salon and lounge.

**Includes:**
- roundtrip charter flight between Mahé and Farquhar Atoll
- accommodations and all meals on the liveaboard
- purified water
- soft drinks
- guided fishing
- Global Rescue Evacuation coverage

**Two seasons:**
- March - May
- October through December

**7-nights and 6-days guided fishing** $14,100.00 per person

Upgrade to single room, add $2,000.00 - limited availability.

Prices are per person - double occupancy, unless otherwise listed.
St. Brandon’s is the most productive permit fishery in the Indian Ocean.

Argentina - Jurassic Lake Lodge
Fly Fishing Patagonia for Giant Rainbows

Strobel Lake, also known as Jurassic Lake, is probably the most prolific trophy rainbow fishery in the world. Jurassic Lake Lodge sits at the mouth of the Barrancoso River—the lake's only significant tributary. With no outlet, this is the best location on the lake. Virtually every day, anglers stack up large numbers of rainbows averaging 8-10 pounds, with a good number of 20-pounders landed throughout the season.

Peak fishing is from mid-October through late December. Late March and early April are also very good. Wade fishing only. The fishing is lightly guided, with guides on hand to help net trophy bows and take pictures. Read Guy’s 2018 Hosted Trip Report.

Jurassic Lake Lodge hosts up to 10 anglers, two per room, private baths and showers, and an unheated wader drying room. Full-week packages include a 75-minute charter flight from Comodoro Rivadavia to the Lodge’s airstrip, a 15-minute drive from the Lodge. Traditional meals include Argentine barbecues and Patagonian lamb. A private wine cellar and a wide selection of whiskey.

Includes:
- roundtrip charter flight between Comodoro Rivadavia and the Lodge, accommodations, meals, fishing, Wi-Fi, lightly guided fishing, and fishing license.
- Includes: roundtrip transport between St. Brandon’s and Mauritius on a 65-foot supply vessel, lodging and meals at the guesthouse, guided fishing, fishing license, soft drinks, water, local beers, and Global Rescue Evacuation coverage. Several Package Options.
- Two Seasons: April - June and September - December.
- 10-nights and 7-days guided fishing $9,100.00 per person
- Upgrade to one-angler per guide, add $1,500.00

Argentina - St. Brandon’s Atoll
World-Class Bonefishing, Permit, and Giant Trevally

St. Brandon’s Atoll has risen to iconic status in the world of saltwater fly-fishing. Here, you’ll find some of the finest trophy bonefish, Indo-Pacific permit, and trophy GT fishing available in the Indian Ocean. Wade and sight cast to bonefish weighing up to 15 pounds. Anglers have landed GTs over 60 inches. 18’ Mauritian-built clinker boats with two 25-HP Yamaha motors get you to the flats. If you want to fish deeper waters for GTs, you’ll cast from the boat. Two anglers per English-speaking guide.

The air-conditioned Guesthouse on Raphael Island hosts six anglers per week and is only a few yards from a productive flat.

Includes: roundtrip transport between St. Brandon’s and Mauritius on a 65-foot supply vessel, lodging and meals at the guesthouse, guided fishing, fishing license, soft drinks, water, local beers, and Global Rescue Evacuation coverage. Several Package Options.

Argentina - Estancia Laguna Verde Lodge
Jurassic Lake Giant Rainbows - Patagonia

2021 will be our 2nd year hosting trips at Jurassic Lake Lodge.

2021 Hosted Week: December 1-10: Guy Schoenborn Hosts

Jurassic Lake is 15 minutes from the Lodge, and the Barrancoso River is 5 to 20 minutes away. The Lodge has exclusive access to five miles of the Barrancoso's incredible waters. Guy's hosted group of seven anglers landed over 100, 4-to 8-pound rainbows at Laguna Verde, located 150 yards below the Lodge. The Lodge has access to new fishing areas, new 4WD trucks, and daily shore lunches. You’re guided 8 to 10-hours per day. Two anglers per English-speaking guide. The season runs November 1 to April 30.

The Lodge hosts 12 anglers in ten updated rooms, with twin beds and a private bath. World-class three-course dinners. Wonderful wines. Satellite TV, fly-tying desk, and a library.

Includes: ground transfers from El Calafate to the Lodge, lodging, meals, beverages - including wine with dinner and open bar, guided fishing, transportation to fishing areas, use of ATV's inside the estancia, laundry service, and free Wi-Fi.

7-nights and 6-days guided fishing $7,250.00 per person
5-nights and 4-days guided fishing $4,650.00 per person

Argentina - Estancia Laguna Verde Lodge
Jurassic Lake Giant Rainbows - Patagonia

2021 Hosted Week: December 10-18: Brad Staples Hosts

Brad Staples’s 2021 Hosted Week is SOLD-OUT.

Strobel Lake, also known as Jurassic Lake, is probably the most prolific trophy rainbow fishery in the world. Jurassic Lake Lodge sits at the mouth of the Barrancoso River—the lake's only significant tributary. With no outlet, this is the best location on the lake. Virtually every day, anglers stack up large numbers of rainbows averaging 8-10 pounds, with a good number of 20-pounders landed throughout the season.

Peak fishing is from mid-October through late December. Late March and early April are also very good. Wade fishing only. The fishing is lightly guided, with guides on hand to help net trophy bows and take pictures. Read Guy’s 2018 Hosted Trip Report.

Jurassic Lake Lodge hosts up to 10 anglers, two per room, private baths and showers, and an unheated wader drying room. Full-week packages include a 75-minute charter flight from Comodoro Rivadavia to the Lodge’s airstrip, a 15-minute drive from the Lodge. Traditional meals include Argentine barbecues and Patagonian lamb. A private wine cellar and a wide selection of whiskey.

Includes: roundtrip charter flight between Comodoro Rivadavia and the Lodge, accommodations, meals, alcohol (except whiskey), Wi-Fi, lightly guided fishing, and fishing license.

7-nights and 6-days lightly guided fishing $7,250.00 per person
3 or 4-night packages are available mid-January through April.

2022 Hosted Week: December 1-10: Guy Schoenborn Hosts

2022 Hosted Week: December 10-18: Brad Staples Hosts

www.fishingwithlarry.com   email: fish@fishingwithlarry.com
Prices are per person - double occupancy, unless otherwise listed.

Agents and Hosts, Brad Staples with a golden dorado

Jim Schmid's 46-pound golden dorado at La Zona Lodge

Fly and Lures for World-Record Golden Dorado

La Zona's freshwater dorado fishing is unrivaled. Over 12 world records have been broken here. In 2012, our client Mike Sadar landed a world-record 50-pound dorado on a fly. The fishing area is limited to two boats and up to six anglers per day. Anglers typically average 15 to 25 strikes per day. Here, golden dorado average 14-pounds and 40-pounders are not uncommon.

Peak season runs late December through April when the Uruguay River is usually at its lowest. Topwater lures and flies work well at this time. From mid-August to the end of November, the river is at its normal flow, and huge schools of dorado migrate to the dam to spawn. 21' fiberglass, center-console boats with 90-HP Yamaha four-stroke engines, remote control operated trolling motors, and two casting platforms, so anglers can comfortably cast at the same time. Two anglers per boat and a bilingual guide. Most anglers fly fish, but lures are welcome.

The first-class liveaboard hosts up to eight anglers. Two guests per air-conditioned cabin with a private bathroom. The living/dining room has a 42-inch TV and Wi-Fi. The meals are the best that Brad Staples, our agent, has had at any lodge. The operator offers a Cast-and-Blast program mid-May through mid-August during duck hunting season. Click here to view Brad’s 2019 Trip Report.

Includes:
- airport reception, roundtrip ground transfers to liveaboard,
- lodging, meals, open bar, guided fishing, and a fishing license.

7-nights and 6.5-days guided fishing $4,950.00 per person
Non-angler companion $2,400.00 per person
5-nights and 4.5-days guided fishing $3,750.00 per person

The Golden Dorado River Cruiser

Fantastic golden dorado fishing is within a few hours of Buenos Aires in the upper delta of the Paraná River. With the Golden Dorado River Cruiser, you'll fish new waters each day. This liveaboard operates year-round and is highly mobile, moving up or down the Paraná River according to seasons, weather, and migrations. This is a year-round operation, with peak fishing from October to May. Use lures or flies for dorado up to high-teens, plus vampire fish, pira pita, wolffish, boga, and catfish. Boats with 90-HP Yamaha four-stroke engines, remote control operated trolling motors, and two casting platforms, so anglers can comfortably cast at the same time. Two anglers per boat and a bilingual guide. Most anglers fly fish, but lures are welcome.

The first-class liveaboard hosts up to eight anglers. Two guests per air-conditioned cabin with a private bathroom. The living/dining room has a 42-inch TV and Wi-Fi. The meals are the best that Brad Staples, our agent, has had at any lodge. The operator offers a Cast-and-Blast program mid-May through mid-August during duck hunting season. Click here to view Brad’s 2019 Trip Report.

Includes:
- airport reception, roundtrip ground transfers to liveaboard,
- lodging, meals, open bar, guided fishing, and a fishing license.

7-nights and 6.5-days guided fishing $4,950.00 per person
Non-angler companion $2,400.00 per person
5-nights and 4.5-days guided fishing $3,750.00 per person

La Zona’s new lodge hosts a maximum of 18 guests and is a 15-minute drive from Concordia and five minutes from the fishing. The Lodge has six air-conditioned bedrooms with private bathrooms. (Three anglers per room.) Excellent three-course dinners, an open bar, famous Argentine wines, a swimming pool, a fully equipped tackle shop, and a new dock just meters from the Lodge. Click here to view world-record holder Mike Sadar's La Zona Article.

Includes:
- roundtrip ground transfers from Buenos Aires to the Lodge, lodging, meals, alcoholic beverages (open bar), guided fishing, fishing license, Wi-Fi, and free laundry service.

7-nights and 6½-days guided fishing $4,950.00
Non-angler companion $2,400.00
5-nights and 4½-days guided fishing $3,750.00

Argentina - Golden Dorado River Cruiser
Golden Dorado Liveaboard on the Paraná River

2021 Hosted Weeks 2022 Hosted Weeks on page 36
 Bahamas - Andros Island Bonefishing Club  
**World-Famous Bonefishing Flats**

Only a one-hour flight from Miami, Andros is the largest island in the Bahamas chain and the least populated. Andros is considered the ultimate sight-fishing area for bonefish. There are more fishable flats than any other location in the Caribbean. These flats are world-famous for large numbers of bonefish and trophies. Each day and under the right conditions, anglers can expect to cast at bones between 5 and 10 pounds. The Lodge is open year-round with peak fishing October through mid-July. Fish from 16 to 18’ Dolphin Super Skiffs with poling platforms, 90 to 140-HP Yamaha motors, and a spacious casting deck. English-speaking local guides are known for their skills and extensive experience on Andros and other Bahamian flats.

**Andros Island Bonefish Club** is only 100 yards from a productive, wadeable flat. The Lodge hosts up to 24 guests and has a freshwater swimming pool. Two queen beds per air-conditioned room in fourplex-style units. Homecooked meals feature fresh, local seafood. The lounge has satellite TV and a well-stocked bar. Includes: ground transfer between Andros Town Airport and the Lodge, accommodations and meals at the Lodge, glass of wine with dinner, guided fishing and boxed lunch, in-room Wi-Fi, bottled water, laundry service, and government room tax.

| 7-nights and 6 ½-days guided fishing | $3,610.00 per person |
| 6-nights and 5 ½-days guided fishing | $3,068.00 per person |

---

**Argentina - Capitán Lodge**  
**Fly Fishing for Trophy Rainbow Trout**

Capitán Lodge, formerly known as Kooi Noom, is in the heart of Southern Patagonia. Unlike Jurassic Lake, Lago Quiroga is an open system, and its trophy rainbows can freely swim out to the interconnecting lakes and rivers, including the rugged Rio Capitán. The fishing season runs from November to April. Fish the steep, freestone Rio Capitán, spring creeks, flats-like lagunas, and Lago Quiroga. Lots of rainbows in the 3 to 15-pound class, with an occasional 20-pounder. Most fish have never seen a fly before. Streamers, nymphs, and dry flies are all effective. Professional guides speak respectable English. Two anglers per guide. All beats are within four miles of the Lodge and are accessed by 4WD trucks. At times, some hiking is involved.

**Capitán Lodge** is located on a beautiful, family-run estancia only a few miles from the fishing grounds. The Lodge hosts up to six anglers per week in three guestrooms with private baths. Traditional Argentine meals such as lamb roasted over an open fire or a weekly asado (barbecue). Excellent Argentine wines.

**Includes:** ground transfer from El Calafate to the Lodge, meals, all wine, beer, and local spirits at the Lodge, guided fishing, fishing license, laundry service, and Wi-Fi.

| 7-nights and 6 ½-days guided fishing | $6,100.00 per person |
| 4-nights and 3 ½-days guided fishing | $3,700.00 per person |

---

**Argentina - Dorado Cua Lodge**  
**Flies or Lures for Golden Dorado - Isoró Wetland**

The Isoró marshland is a natural sanctuary of 3.5 million acres, a fishery for dorado, dogfish, and giant piranha is only a short boat ride from the Lodge. The season runs from October to May, with peak fishing in March, October, and November. Catch and release fishing. The Lodge is about a 150-yard walk from where you’ll board your skiff. Aluminum river boats with 40-HP Yamaha motors. Two anglers per boat and guide.

**Dorado Cua Lodge** has four spacious bedrooms with private baths, local and international cuisine, and Argentine wines.

**Includes:** airport reception, roundtrip sleeper bus from Buenos Aires to San Isidro, ground transfers in Argentina, lodging, meals with beer and wine, guided fishing, fishing license, and taxes.

| 5-nights and 6-days guided fishing | $2,950.00 per person |
| Non-angler companion | $1,900.00 |

Several Package Options.
**Belize - Belize River Lodge**

**Bonefish, Permit, Tarpon, Reef Dwellers, and Snook**

Belize River Lodge is only three miles from the mouth of the Belize River and the Caribbean Sea. The Lodge is open year-round for bonefishing and world-class flats fishing. Great flats fishing is a short, easy run. Sightcasting the flats is their specialty with variety – tarpon, bonefish, permit, snook, and more. Fly fish in pursuit of the Super Grand Slam. Permit range from 5 to over 30 pounds. The mangrove-lined bays and lagoons are an excellent area for snook and large, shallow-water tarpon up to 200 pounds. Fish from 23’ fiberglass panga skiffs with 50-HP motors. Two anglers per boat and English-speaking guide. One angler fishes at a time—the rotation is set by fish caught, number of casts, or simply by the clock.

**Belize River Lodge** is an air-conditioned, mahogany lodge on the banks of the Old Belize River just ten minutes from the airport. Excellent Belizean, Creole, and American cuisine. The Lodge also offers Eco-Adventure Tour and Birding Packages.

**Includes:** ground transfers from airport to the Lodge, accommodations, meals, housekeeping, guided fishing, skiff and fuel, 9% hotel tax, and 12.5% GST. A non-angler companion is allowed to join the angler in the boat as a non-fishing guest.

- **7-nights and 6-days guided fishing** $4,575.00 per person
- **Non-angler companion:** $1,980.00
- **6-nights and 5-days guided fishing** $3,898.00 per person

**Belize - El Pescador Lodge**

**Light Tackle Saltwater Fishing - Great Couples Trip**

You’ll find up to 400 miles of prolific saltwater flats on the island of Ambergris Caye. Pursue a Caribbean grand slam—landing a bonefish, permit, and tarpon on the same day. Ten minutes to an hour from the Lodge, you’ll tap into abundant bonefish, tarpon up to 150-pounds, and permit up to 30 pounds. Target jacks, barracuda, cobia, and snook in the shallow flats and the waves cresting over the Barrier Reef. One to two anglers per shallow-draft 23’ skiff and English-speaking guide. Eight to 10 hours of guided fishing per day. Orvis-Endorsed and award-winning Lodge.

El Pescador Lodge was named one of the Top 10 Luxury Eco-Resorts by Forbes. Beachfront main lodge plus eight private villas.

**Includes:** roundtrip transfers between Belize City and El Pescador Lodge (air, land, and sea); lodging, meals, appetizers, local Belizean beverages consumed at their bar (soda, beer, rum), a welcome drink, Wi-Fi, hotel tax, 9% hotel tax, and 12.5% GST.

- **7-nights and 6-days guided fishing** $4,700.00 per person
- **Non-angler companion:** $2,900.00

**Bolivia - Caño Negro Lodge**

**Lures or Fly Fishing for Peacock Bass and Payara**

At Caño Negro Lodge, land up to 30 explosive peacock bass a day with topwater or subsurface lures and flies. The Rio Negro San Simon system has some of the highest concentrations of 2 to 12-pound peacock bass in the world. Also, target payara, 5 to 50-pounds in size. Due to the fishing and the exotic wildlife, the area is known as the Jurassic Park of the Amazon. You’ll fish from aluminum sleds or local, custom-made dugouts. Two anglers per boat and guide. Local guides speak very little English. The Lodge has a full-time bilingual host. Cast and Blast packages are available.

Caño Negro Lodge is remote, a two-hour charter flight from Santa Cruz. The Lodge is open mid-July through October and hosts up to 12 guests in air-conditioned rooms with private baths.

**Includes:** roundtrip charter flight from Santa Cruz to the fishing area (with a 3-person minimum booking), airport ground transfers in Bolivia, lodging, all meals at the lodge, soft drinks, local liquors, beer and wine, daily laundry service, guided fishing, all local permits, and upon request, our eBook Fly fishing for Peacock Bass by Larry and Guy Schoenborn. Wi-Fi access for $10.00 p.p. per day.

- **5-nights and 5-days guided fishing** $4,995.00 per person
- **7-nights and 7-days guided fishing** $5,595.00 per person

Prices are per person - double occupancy, unless listed otherwise.
Tsimané’s (chee-mon-ee) three lodges—Pluma, Secure, and Agua Negra—offer miles of pristine mountain rivers and majestic scenery inside the Isiboro Secure National Park. Tsimané is one of the best fly rod fisheries for golden dorado in the world. Sightcast freestone rivers for two dorado species and pacu. Per boat, there are two anglers and two guides, a native boatman and one professional English-speaking guide. Each day, you'll fish a new beat. Beats are rotated, and no angler will fish the same beat twice. You must be physically fit as there is a lot of wade fishing. Catch-and-release only.

Secure Lodge hosts up to six anglers per week and fishes all Secure River waters.

Agua Negra Lodge hosts up to four anglers. Agua Negra is one of Tsimané’s jewels due to its excellent number of dorado, pacu, and large number of striped catfish. You'll fish all waters of the Agua Negra, the Secure middle sector, and the tiny and prolific Chimoro jungle creek.

Pluma Lodge hosts up to eight anglers per week. You'll fish the main and Upper Pluma River, the Itirizama, and the lower sections of the Secure. the Upper Pluma or Itirizama Headwater Camps—a maximum of two anglers at each. Downstream from the Oromomo Indian Community, is another great dorado fishery.

The Lodges were built with local hardwoods. Cabins have box-spring beds, hot showers, and electric lights. International cuisine and fine Argentinean wine, beer, and spirits. Free Wi-Fi at all lodges. Use of a satellite phone is $5.00 per minute.

Includes:
- airport reception in Santa Cruz, first and last night’s stay at a 5-star hotel in Santa Cruz, ground transfers in Santa Cruz, all round-trip charter flights inside Bolivia, guided fishing, lodging at camp, all meals and alcoholic beverages at Tsimane.
- 9-nights and 6-days guided fishing:
  - Non-angler rates available.
  - Agua Negra Lodge or Secure Lodge $5,800.00 + $570.00 Native Comm. Fee = $6,370.00 per person
  - Pluma Lodge $7,600.00 + $670.00 Native Comm. Fee = $8,270.00 per person

Bolivia - Casaré River - Fly Fishing for Golden Dorado

Casaré Camp or Casaré Jungle Fishing Adventure

The Casaré River lies nestled between the Bolivian Amazon and the eastern slopes of the Andes Mountains of Bolivia. Target golden dorado, yatorana, catfish, plus silver dorado, pacu, muturo, and sabalo. Golden dorado weigh up to 45-pounds. Try baitfishing (day or night) for giant, armored 100-pound catfish. Catch-and-release only. The camp season runs from June through October. You’ll mostly be wade fishing. Two anglers per motor-powered dugout canoe and English-speaking guide. The main Casaré camp has large safari-style tents, comfortable beds, a dining area, solar showers, flushable toilets, and outlets for charging batteries. The new jungle airstrip is only two hours upstream from the main camp.

The Jungle Fishing Adventure is not for the faint of heart. Explore the Casaré River Headwaters and stay in tents as you head up the pristine waters of the Pachene River.

Camp cooks prepare three delicious meals a day. Don’t miss Dr. Meng Syn’s phenomenal videos of his trip here on our site.

Includes:
- airport reception in Santa Cruz, first night’s stay at the Los Tajibos Hotel, ground transfers between the airport and hotel, private charter flight to and from the Camp's airstrip, professional fly fishing guides, and local indigenous guides, use of guide-operated boats, camp accommodations, all meals at camp, soft drinks, local beer, wine, and local liquor, and Wi-Fi at the Casaré Camp from 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. If you'd like to catfish, heavy spinning and baitcasting equipment is available.

9-nights and 6½-days guided fishing:
  - Casaré River Expedition - six anglers per week $5,250.00 + $550.00 Native Comm. Fee = $5,800.00 per person
  - Jungle Fishing Adventure - four anglers per week $5,950.00 + $550.00 Native Comm. Fee = $6,500.00 per person
**Brazil - Agua Boa Amazon Lodge**

**Guide with Agua Boa peacock bass**

"One of the top ten fly fishing lodges in the world." - Forbes

70 percent of our anglers repeat this trip! The Lodge has access to 100 miles of the Agua Boa River and many lakes and lagoons with unusual clarity. Land 20 to 50+ peacock bass per day - some will be huge. Giant reserve area with birds, wildlife, few people, and no mosquitos.

The Lodge is open October 15 through April 1. Fishing is usually best from late October to January. Excellent guides paddle and pole 20’ flat-bottom boats. Each guide has a GPS SPOT device on board. Two anglers per boat and guide. Additional boats are kept on 12 lakes, a short hike from the main river.

**Guides**

Larry and Guy's Favorite Fly-Fishing Trip in the World

Aguá Boa Lodge hosts a maximum of 12 anglers. Air-conditioned cottages with tiled baths and full-size beds. Free Wi-Fi in the Lodge, plus satellite TV with English channels, a rec room, a lounge area, and a 65-foot swimming pool with a swim-up bar. Buffet-style dinners served with wine.

**Includes:**

- airport reception, three ground transfers, roundtrip flight between Manaus and the Lodge, lodging, all meals at the Lodge, soft drinks, beer, wine, caipirinhas in the evenings, daily laundry service, guided fishing, fishing license, fly patterns, flies are provided on our hosted trips, and upon request, our eBook *Fly fishing for Peacock Bass* by Larry and Guy Schoenborn.

7-nights and 6½-days guided fishing

- October through December, 2021: $5,950.00 per person
- January through March 26, 2022: $6,950.00 per person
- Non-angler companion: $4,350.00

**Brazil - Itapará Lodge - Two Lodges 40 Miles Apart**

**Peacock Bass Lure or Fly Fishing Adventure**

**Guides**

Michael J. A.V. Leno with a rare Arapaima at Agua Boa Lodge

The Itapará River has some of the largest peacock bass in the world with good numbers of peacocks between 15 and 24 pounds. Peak fishing is from Christmas to mid-March. When water levels are low, peacocks roam in schools and attack everything in sight. Also target piranha, arowana, wolffish, catfish, payara, bicuda, arapaima, pacu, and more. You’ll fish from 6:30 a.m. until 5:30 p.m. Two anglers per 17’ aluminum boats with swivel seats, 25-HP outboards, and a Portuguese-speaking guide. This was one of Larry’s favorite hosted trips.

**Guides**

Itapará is remote. The main lodge is a five-hour boat ride to the nearest village. The Lodge has a satellite TV, Wi-Fi access, a small swimming pool, and hosts up to 18 anglers. Two guests per air-conditioned room with private bath. The lower lodge, a two-hour boat ride downriver, has duplex-style cabanas and hosts ten. This two-lodge setup allows you to fish 75 miles of the river without runs over 45 minutes. You’ll have lunch at the Lodge or on the river. Delicious dinner buffet.

**Includes:**

- ground transportation in Manaus to hotel/charter flight, roundtrip air shuttle service Manaus/Itapará Lodge, lodging, meals, alcohol (with exception of import brands), guided fishing, laundry service, Wi-Fi, and upon request, our eBook *Fly fishing for Peacock Bass* by Larry and Guy Schoenborn.

6-nights and 4½-days guided fishing

- $3,400.00 per person

One angler per boat and room $4,000.00 p.p. (Reg. $4,800.00)

11-nights and 9½-days guided fishing

- $6,300.00 per person

2021 will be our 17th year in a row hosting trips at Agua Boa.

**Hosted Weeks 2022 on page 36**

**2021 Hosted Weeks**

- 7-nights and 6½-days guided fishing $5,950.00
  - October 29 - November 6, 2021: Archie Adams hosts
  - November 5-13, 2021: John Holpuch hosts
  - November 12-20, 2021: Guy and Toni Schoenborn host

**Hosted Holiday Weeks:** $5,050.00 (Save $900.00)

- November 19-27, 2021: Guy Schoenborn hosts - SOLD-OUT

**2022 Hosted Weeks on page 36**

**2022 Hosted Week: January 7-13 with Brad Staples**

6-nights and 4½-days guided fishing $3,400.00

One angler per boat and room $4,000.00 p.p. (Reg. $4,800.00)
Brazil - Itapará Lodge - Two Lodges 40 Miles Apart

Peacock Bass Lure or Fly Fishing Adventure

Brazil - Pirarucú Lodge - Floating Cabins

Fly Fishing for Arapaima and Arowana

Pirarucú Lodge is located in the Mamirauá Reserve 372 miles west of Manaus. Mamirauá, a complex system of lakes and channels between the Solimões River and the Japura River, is the largest arapaima reserve in the world. Arapaima resemble freshwater tarpon and grow to 400+ pounds. Sight cast to arowana reaching up to 10 pounds. Land an 8- to 24-pound pacu or a 2- to 8-pound yellow peacock bass. The season runs from mid-September through November. All fishing is catch-and-release. Flats skiffs with two large casting platforms, electric trolling motor, 60-HP 4-stroke Yamaha engines, GPS, and VHF radios. Professional English-speaking native guides. Fishing is a five to 20-minute run from the Lodge.

Pirarucú Lodge is a floating lodge with ten, duplex-style cabins. Each bedroom has its own bathroom. Enjoy Wi-Fi and hearty American and regional meals in the main lodge. Pirarucú is one of the top five birdwatching destinations in the Amazon

Includes:
- ground transfers in Brazil, all boat transfers, and necessary ground transfers in Brazil, first night at a hotel in Manaus, guided fishing, fishing license, meals, beer, wine, and spirits on the liveaboard, laundry, maid service, and upon request, our eBook Fly fishing for Peacock Bass by Larry and Guy Schoenborn.

8-nights and 6 ½-days guided fishing
$5,995.00 + $590.00 Native Comm. Fee = $6,585.00 per person

Non-angler companion: $3,000.00

Fishing with Larry
1-800-205-3474 • 406-322-5709

Brazil - Rio Marié Liveboard - River of Giants

Fly Fishing for Giant Peacock Bass

350 air miles from Manaus, the Rio Marié liveboard targets the largest population of giant peacock bass of any river in Brazil. The liveboard’s fishing area has rights to more than 400 miles of the Rio Marié, 180 creeks, 60 lakes, and three major tributaries. Each season, the liveboard begins in the upper stretches of the Rio Marié, and each week moves 75 miles up or downstream. Peacock bass average over 10-pounds. 15 and 20-pounders are not uncommon. In 2017, a 31-pounder was landed here. Most fishing is done using baitfish imitations. The season runs from September through February. Fish from wide-bottom, 21’ skiffs with 90-HP 4-stroke motors and two casting platforms. Two anglers per boat with an English-speaking guide and a native driver.

The 92’ Untamed Amazon, the three-story air-conditioned liveboard, hosts a maximum of 8 anglers in eight suites with private bathrooms. Four-course American-style meals and regional favorites. Visit our website for Dr. Meng Syn’s trip recap on the Rio Marié.

Includes:
- all internal charter flights, boat transfers, and necessary ground transfers in Brazil, first night at a hotel in Manaus, guided fishing, fishing license, meals, beer, wine, and spirits on the liveboard, laundry, maid service, and upon request, our eBook Fly fishing for Peacock Bass by Larry and Guy Schoenborn.

8-nights and 6 ½-days guided fishing
$7,325.00 + $670.00 Native Comm. Fee = $7,995.00 per person

Brazil - Xingu Lodge - New for the 2021 Season

Fly Fishing for Payara, Peacock Bass, Pacu, and More

The Xingu (pronounced Sing-goo) is one of the largest clear water tributaries of the Amazon River, running more than 1,000 miles through the Kayapo rainforest. The Xingu basin offers the most prolific multi-species fishery in the Amazon. During the 2019 exploratory week, anglers landed 30 payaras averaging 12 pounds. Two anglers per professional English-speaking guide and two Kayapo Indian guides. The Lodge season is October 10 to November 7.

The Xingu Lodge has two cabins with a bathroom, hot water, and electricity. Simple, delicious meals. Trip is limited to four anglers per week.

Includes:
- ground transfers in Manaus, the first night at a hotel in Manaus, roundtrip private charter flight Manaus to Kayapo village, boat transfers, 7-nights at camp, all meals and beverages at camp, guided fishing, fishing license, Wi-Fi, and laundry service.

8-nights and 6 ½-days guided fishing
$6,490.00 + $530.00 Native Comm. Fee = $7,020.00 per person

John Leonard's Rio Marié peacock bass

An Arapaima from Pirarucú Lodge

A monster payara from the Xingu River
Brazil - River Plate Anglers - Floating Cabins

Since 2002, River Plate Anglers have had exclusive entry permits to fish on Indian reserves and government preserves. Lure or fly fish the exclusive and private, unfished waters of the Amazon’s Rio Negro and Madeira for XL peacock bass. It’s common to catch 20-30 peacock bass per day as well as payara, bicuda, pacu, redtail catfish, and more. 20’ shallow-draft tunnel boats with 40-HP outboard motors. Two anglers per boat and Portuguese-speaking guide. Many of the guides have been with River Plate for over 20 years. The season runs June through February. River Plate has perfected a highly developed system to fish the Amazon. The shallow-draft floating cabins move with you each day. 10’ x 16’ air-conditioned cabins with two twin-size beds, carpeted floors, electricity, and a private bathroom with a hot shower. Four-course dinners in the dining and lounge cabin. The camp has a staff of 14 and a bilingual host.

Includes: all ground transfers and charter flights in Brazil, the first night stay at a hotel in Manaus, floating cabin lodging, all meals and beverages (wine, beer, hard liquor), daily laundry and maid service, guided fishing, fishing license, use of TFO rods, Shimano reels and tackle, and upon request, our eBook *Fly fishing for Peacock Bass* by Larry and Guy Schoenborn.

8-nights and 6-days guided fishing:
- Party of 12 anglers $4,990.00 per person
- Party of 8 anglers $5,590.00 per person

Single Angler Program: October through early March

The camp has access to exclusive entry waters of the upper Rio Negro and Rio Branco, a total of 1,500 miles of black water tributaries. One angler per floating cabin with a queen-size bed and a single-occupancy hotel room in Manaus. The program runs from October through early March.

7-nights and 6-days guided fishing $5,990.00 per person
5-nights and 4-days guided fishing $4,990.00 per person

Brazil - Roçado Fishery - River Plate’s Floating Cabins

After being closed for 13 years, the Roçado, River Plate’s exclusive trophy peacock bass fishery reopened in 2018. On the second day of reopening, a 33-year-old record was broken in which 84 peacocks were landed in one day by a party of seven anglers with 12 trophies between 17- and 22-pounds. The Roçado fishery, the headwaters of the Uneuixi River, is also the only fishery with a proven record of eight Peacock Bass over 20-pounds by one angler in a week. Peak fishing is during the low water season from October through November. Two anglers per 20’ aluminum bass boat with 40-HP motor and Portuguese-speaking guide.

River Plate’s floating cabins are moved every few days to fresh, unfished water. Air-conditioned 10 x 16-foot cabins have two twin beds and a private bathroom. Bilingual host. Eight anglers per week. International and regional cuisine.

Includes: charter flights in Brazil, all ground transfers in Brazil, first-night stay at a hotel in Manaus, lodging, all meals at camp, and beverages (wine, beer, hard liquor, bottled water, juices, and soft drinks), daily laundry and maid service, guided fishing, fishing license, and upon request, our eBook *Fly fishing for Peacock Bass* by Larry and Guy Schoenborn.

8-nights and 6-days guided fishing
- Double occupancy - 8 anglers $6,990.00 per person
- Single occupancy - 4 anglers $5,990.00 per person
DON’T MISS THE BOAT
WHEN YOU MAKE YOUR RESERVATION WITH
MARTIN TRAVEL SERVICES -
FAMILY OWNED SINCE 1990.

With American Airlines,
we offer the lowest fares possible,
including web fares with
preferred seating.
Upgrade fares are also
available to certain markets.

Call today for the lowest fares and personalized service.

ASK FOR KEVIN MARTIN

1-800-627-8468 or 954-748-6881

kmartin@martintravelservices.com
Prices are per person - double occupancy, unless listed otherwise.

**Canada - Plummer’s Arctic Lodges**

**Lake Trout, Arctic Char, Northern Pike - NW Territories**

#1 Fishing Destination in North America - Field and Stream magazine

For over 60 years, Plummer’s Lodges have provided some of the best lake trout, Arctic char, and grayling fishing in the world. Both fly and spin anglers are welcome. The 2021 season runs from June 27 to August 15, and dates vary by lodge. Two anglers per guide and 18’ closed bow, custom Lund Alaskan boats with 30 to 40-HP 4-stroke outboards.

**Great Bear Lake Lodge** is on the fourth largest lake in North America and boasts the All-Tackle World Records for lake trout and grayling, as well as dozens of line class records. Great Bear is their only lodge that offers daily fly-outs. Only from Great Bear can you access the world-famous Arctic char fishing at Tree River Camp.

**Tree River Camp** is only four miles from the Arctic Ocean and is home to the world-record Arctic char, a 32-pounder. Each year several dozen char are caught in the 20-pound range. The rustic camp has three heated, canvas-roofed cabins that sleep four people each. One-night stays are the norm.

**Minor Bay Lodge** is a first-class lodge in a wilderness setting. Satellite TV and Wi-Fi in the lounge. Appetizers and three-course dinners. The Lodge hosts up to 20 guests in seven modern cabins with hotel-grade beds and private bathrooms. Includes: airport reception and shuttle between airport and hotel in Saskatoon, roundtrip air transportation between Saskatoon and Points North Landing, the bus trip from Points North Landing to the Lodge, lodging, meals, and guided fishing. Rates do not include 5% GST.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Per Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8-nights and 8½ days guided fishing</td>
<td>Great Bear Lake Lodge $6,245.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-nights and 7 days guided fishing</td>
<td>Great Slave Lake Lodge $4,295.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An overnight side trip to Tree River Char Camp add $800.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Many Package Options.**

See our website or request an information packet.

---

**Canada - Minor Bay Lodge - Saskatchewan**

**Wollaston Lake Trophy Pike and Lake Trout**

This renowned lodge is only open from June 10 through July 31 for peak trophy pike and lake trout fishing. The Lodge sits in a sheltered bay in the SW corner of Wollaston Lake, right in the heart of Monster Pike Country. With marshy spawning bays and a good number of weed beds, the lake has an ideal habitat for pike to grow to incredible sizes. Good numbers between 36 inches and 50 inches are landed here each year. Great pike fishing is 15 minutes from the Lodge. Boat rides average 20 to 30 minutes. Custom 18-20’ aluminium boats with Yamaha 50-HP 4-stroke engines. Two anglers per guide and boat. The guides prepare a daily shore lunch from the morning’s catch; otherwise, all fishing is catch and release. Evening fishing is an option with an added guide fee of $50.00 to $75.00 per boat. Short fly-outs to secluded lakes are available for an added cost.

**Minor Bay Lodge** is a first-class lodge in a wilderness setting. Satellite TV and Wi-Fi in the lounge. Appetizers and three-course dinners. The Lodge hosts up to 20 guests in seven modern cabins with hotel-grade beds and private bathrooms. Includes: airport reception and shuttle between airport and hotel in Saskatoon, roundtrip air transportation between Saskatoon and Points North Landing, the bus trip from Points North Landing to the Lodge, lodging, meals, and guided fishing. Rates do not include 5% GST.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Per Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8-nights and 8-days guided fishing</td>
<td>Great Bear Lake Lodge $7,350.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An overnight side trip to Tree River Char Camp add $1,045.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Canada - Trout Rock Lodge

**Great Slave Lake Trophy Pike - Northwest Territories**

Plan on booking this trip early, sometimes two years out. Fly or spin fish for trophy-sized pike on the calm bays of Great Slave Lake. The Lodge is the only sportfishing lodge in the 100-mile-long North Arm of the lake. You'll use barbless hooks and only keep pike under 30” for shore lunch. You won't waste time traveling as the best fishing is close to the Lodge.

During peak season—June 1 to July 31—99% of their clients land a 40-inch trophy or better. A handful of 50-inch-plus pike are landed each season. One of our clients landed a 51-inch pike on a casting outfit here. Two anglers per guide and fully equipped 18’ Jon boats with 40-HP outboards. The guides prepare a shore lunch from the morning catch. In the evenings, fish from a canoe or from shore near the Lodge. Evening guided fishing is $50.00 per hour.

**The Lodge** hosts up to 16 guests. Hearty home-cooked meals, cozy guest cabins, hot tub, and free Wi-Fi.

**Includes:** ground transfers from Yellowknife Airport to the charter flight, roundtrip floatplane charter Yellowknife to the Lodge, lodging, meals at the Lodge, Wi-Fi, and guided fishing.

Rates do not include 5% GST.

- 5-nights 5-days guided fishing $3,620.00 per person
- 7-nights 7-days guided fishing $4,670.00 per person

---

Canada - Crooks Lake Lodge

**Giant Labrador Brookies and Northern Pike**

Crooks Lake Lodge, a fly-fishing-only lodge, is located on the famous Upper Eagle River watershed, a 60-mile floatplane flight from Goose Bay. Crooks Lake is five miles long with rivers and streams. Here, wild brook trout range from 3-8 pounds, averaging about 4.2-pounds. Also target large Northern pike that frequently rise to your trout flies. Light spin gear with barbless hooks may be used on the lake. Two anglers per guide and boat. The Lodge is open mid-June thru July for peak dry fly fishing.

**Crooks Lake Lodge**, a comfortable lodge in a wilderness setting, hosts six anglers. The Lodge overlooks the lake and has three large bedrooms with twin beds and a screened-in sun porch. Wi-Fi and unlimited satellite phone calls. Home-cooked meals and desserts.

**Includes:** airport reception and ground transfers in Goose Bay, overnight double-occupancy accommodations in Goose Bay, roundtrip floatplane flight between Goose Bay and the Lodge, lodging, meals at the Lodge, guided fishing, fishing license, and use of satellite phone. Rates do not include 7.5% GST.

7-nights and 6-days guided fishing $4,185.00 per person

---

Canada - Elk Island Lodge - God's Lake and God's River

**Northern Pike, Lake Trout, Walleye, and Brookies**

This remote, fly-in, family-run fishing lodge is located on God’s Lake in Northern Manitoba. World-class fishing for northern pike, lake trout, walleye, and brook trout. God’s Lake has over 400 square miles of surface area, depths up to 400 feet, a summer surface temp of about 60 degrees F., and a large population of lake trout.

The Lodge is open May 31 through August 23. God’s River, a 60-mile fly-out ($400.00 p.p.), has some of the best brook trout fishing in North America. You'll fish from 18’ boats with 40-HP Yamaha outboards and swivel seats. Two anglers per boat and guide. The Lodge's dock system makes it easy to get in and out of your boat. Golf carts are available for getting around.

**Elk Island Lodge**, a historic log building, has a fireside lounge for after-dinner drinks, a pool table, a sauna, and a tackle shop. Ten modern cabins host up to 40 guests. Each cabin has an indoor bathroom and shower, electricity, oil stoves, and a great view of the lake. Boxed or guide-prepared shore lunches and gourmet dinners.

**Includes:** roundtrip airfare from Winnipeg to their private airstrip on Elk Island, lodging, meals, guided fishing, and maid service.

Rates do not include 8.5% GST/PST.

- 4-nights and 4-days guided fishing $3,075.00 per person
- 8-nights and 8-days guided fishing $4,075.00 per person

---

www.fishingwithlarry.com
Canada - Langara Fishing Lodge - British Columbia
Haida Gwaii - Kings, Silvers, and Halibut
2021 marks Langara's 37th season. Thousands of salmon runs visit Langara Island in the spring, summer, and fall and gather in Langara's protective waters off the northern tip of majestic Haida Gwaii. Mooch for king salmon from 15 to 70-plus pounds. Large number of silvers from mid-July through September. Abundant halibut all season. 19’ center consoles on up to 30’ cabin cruisers. **Langara’s floating lodge** is nestled in the sheltered waters of Henslung Cove, with immediate access to the boats, and just minutes from good fishing. Fine dining and full-service lounge. **Includes:** roundtrip air from Vancouver, B.C., to Masset, helicopter transfer from Masset to the Lodge, liveaboard lodging, all meals and beverages, use of Mustang Survival flotation suits, fishing equipment, private boats (with guided package), and fish care.

**Base price for Lodging and meals:** Several Package Options.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4-nights and 5-days</th>
<th>$4,025.00 per person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Add 5-days of Guided Fishing - divide price between # of guests:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-foot console boat</td>
<td>$2,395.00 for 1-4 guests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-foot console boat</td>
<td>$2,785.00 for 1-4 guests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-foot console boat</td>
<td>$3,560.00 for 1-4 guests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Canada - Wild Rivers Lodge - British Columbia
Skeena River and Kalum River
**Flies or Lures for Fantastic Steelheading and Salmon**
Wild Rivers Lodge (Kalum River’s new lodge) sits on the banks of the world-renowned Skeena River. The Skeena watershed holds the world record for both steelhead on the fly and with conventional tackle. The spring steelhead run is mid-March to mid-May, followed by the summer run from late-July to November. You’ll fish the Skeena and many of its tributaries—the Kitimat River, the Nass River system, and several smaller wilderness rivers. Early May to the first week of June is excellent king salmon fishing. Their record is an 83-pound king taken in May. Silver fishing peaks here in the fall from mid-August through October. Spey casting is one of the preferred methods for the larger rivers, plus spinning and baitcasting. You’ll access the fishing areas with 4WD vehicles, drift boats, rafts, or 18’ to 20’ jet boats. Two to four anglers per guide. April through early November.

**Wild Rivers Lodge** hosts up to 12 guests. Each guest has their own room with a luxurious bed and bathroom. Gourmet-style dinners. Beautiful views of the river from the lounge or the spacious deck. **Includes:** ground transfers, single-occupancy lodging, meals, guided fishing, use of tackle and fishing equipment, Wi-Fi, and 5% GST.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7-nights and 6-days guided fishing</th>
<th>$4,900.00 per person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6-nights and 5-days guided fishing</td>
<td>$4,100.00 per person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-angler companion:</td>
<td>$200.00 per day for lodging and meals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Canada - Gangler’s Lodges and Outposts
North Seal River - Northern Manitoba
**Trophy Pike, Lake Trout, Walleye, and More**
Gangler’s is an Orvis-Endorsed, fly-in-only adventure. This five-star Lodge nestled in the remote wilderness of Northern Manitoba offers exclusive access to over 5 million acres of the North Seal River watershed. Here, you’ll find some of the best trophy pike fishing on the planet, and the potential for a Canadian Grand Slam—pike, lake trout, walleye, and Arctic grayling. The season runs from early June into September. Custom 18’ and 16½’ boats with 25 to 40-HP 4-stroke outboard motors and depth finders. Floatplanes await your beck and call (for an extra fee) to fly-out lakes and four portage lakes. Polaris ATVs are included on two lakes. Due to North Seal River Lodge’s prime location on Egenolf Lake, there are no long boat rides. The Lodge hosts up to 24 guests in private duplex-style cabins with a private bath. Gourmet dining, a full-service bar, fly-tying table, and satellite phone. Plus, five outpost options—guided or unguided.

**Includes:** roundtrip charter flight between Winnipeg, Manitoba and the Lodge, guided fishing, meals, and lodging with two to four guests per cabin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7-nights and 7-days guided fishing</th>
<th>$6,295.00 per person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-nights and 5-days guided fishing</td>
<td>$5,695.00 per person</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Chile - Cinco Rios Lodge**  
**Simpson River Fly Fishing - Patagonia Brown Trout**  
This recently reconstructed lodge sits on the banks of the Simpson River. The Simpson is famous for browns and rainbows averaging 14 to 22”, with some up to 30.” January and February are the best dry fly months. November and December are a good time to catch browns and rainbows on streamers and nymphs. From January through mid-March, fish for king salmon up to 45-pounds. Guides drive you in 4WD trucks to rivers in Chile and Argentina, and streams and private waters fished exclusively by the Lodge. The Rio Paloma offers fantastic dry fly and streamer action for browns and rainbows. On the beautiful Azul, 17 to 21” browns are common, plus exciting dry fly action. Challenging sightfishing in crystal-clear waters where trout grow as large as 32”. A spring creek with heavy brown trout is a 200-yard walk from the Lodge. Each day the guides serve a streamside lunch with wine.  
**Cinco Rios Lodge** hosts up to 12 guests in six rooms with two king beds and a balcony overlooking the river valley. Gourmet meals with wine. The Coyhaique area is a birdwatcher’s paradise for Andean condors. Non-angler tours are available.  
**Includes:**  
- ground transfers to and from Balmaceda Airport, guided fishing, lodging, Wi-Fi, meals, and beverages, including wine and cocktails.  
- 7-nights and 6-days guided fishing  
- $5,495.00 per person  
- Non-angler companion  
- $5,295.00

**Chile - Yan Kee Way Lodge**  
**Monster King Salmon - Flies, Lures, or Bait**  
Fly fish the Petrohue River for kings up to 50-pounds. Single or double-handed rods. You’ll fish from Catarafts, jet sleds in the rivers, and when saltwater salmon fishing, 18’ Lund Alaskan boats. Fresh-water season runs from mid-November through April, with peak salmon fishing from February to April. Fish the small feeder streams of the Petrohue, the San Antonio, Cobre, and Saltos Rivers. Two anglers per boat and an English-speaking guide. Catch-and-release fishing.  
**Yan Kee Way Lodge** sits on the shore of picturesque Lago Llanquihue. Jim Teeny said it’s the nicest Lodge that he’s been to in the world. 750-square-foot bungalows with central heating, a living room, Jacuzzi-style bath, and 24-hour electricity. Fine dining at the Latitude 42º restaurant, plus a spa, and the breathtaking views of Volcano Osorno. An excellent trip for couples with an extensive list of non-angler activities. The Lodge caters to 12 anglers per week.  
**Includes:**  
- ground transfers from the airport in Puerto Montt to the Lodge and to fishing each day; guided fishing, fishing license, use of conventional gear, lodging, meals, house wines, and pisco sours.  
- 6-nights and 5-days guided estuary fishing  
- $6,000.00 per person

**Colombia - Afloat Fishing - Tomo River Floating Cabins**  
**Fly or Lure Fishing for XL Peacock Bass**  
Afloat Fishing offers a remote peacock bass fishing adventure on the Tomo River, one of Colombia’s most virgin ecosystems. The river snakes its way through the north side of El Tuparro National Natural Park. This untouched jungle area is home to more than 72 mammal species and 320 bird species. Target 20-pound peacock bass, vampire fish, redtail catfish, tiger catfish, black arowana, and more. Two anglers per 14’ Lowe aluminum boats with Yamaha 15-HP motors, and Spanish-speaking guide. The season runs from January through late March. The floating camp is limited to ten anglers per week. The camp has five floating cabins, each with a private bathroom, two twin-size beds, and electricity. Enjoy chef-prepared meals in the dining tent.  
**Includes:**  
- first and last night hotel stay in Medellin, ground transfers in Medellin, charter flight from Medellin to La Primavera, ground transfers to the fishing area, lodging, all meals, snacks, and unlimited soft drinks and beer at camp, guided fishing, fishing license, travel insurance, up to 50 minutes of satellite calls, and upon request, our eBook *Fly fishing for Peacock Bass* by Larry and Guy Schoenborn.  
- 9-nights and 6-days guided fishing  
- $4,000.00 per person
Christmas Island - The Villages - Fishing Lodge
Great Bonefish, Giant Trevally, Tuna, and Wahoo

2022 Hosted Weeks
Our 2021 hosted weeks are sold out. Book now for 2022.

7-nights and 6-days guided fishing $2,990.00 per person
March 14-22, 2022: Brad Staples hosts
March 21-29, 2022: Brad Staples hosts
April 11-19, 2022: Guy Schoenborn hosts
April 18-26, 2022: Guy Schoenborn hosts
October 31 - November 8, 2022: Brad Staples hosts

Both fly and conventional anglers are welcome. Christmas Island, a remote tropical island in the Central Pacific, is only a three-hour flight from Honolulu. The island is world-famous for its numbers of bonefish, giant trevally, and the largest Pacific coral atoll in the world. Endless clear water, sand, and coral flats make spotting bonefish easier than other areas. Great offshore fishing for tuna, wahoo, and an occasional sailfish. During Guy's 2019 hosted weeks, his groups landed bonefish up to 10 pounds, and several clients had 30-plus-bonefish days. One angler per guide at no added cost, a huge advantage over other bonefish lodges. Your skiff is about a 30-second walk from the Lodge, and you can be fishing the flats within minutes. Read Guy's 2019 Hosted Trip Report.

The Lodge offers full-service scuba diving. The dive staff are certified NAUI Dive Masters and certified NAUI Rescue Divers. The Villages, open since 2006, is run by locals for Polynesian hospitality. The Lodge sits on a white sand beach and overlooks an aqua-colored lagoon. Ten air-conditioned bungalows with twin beds, a private bath with shower, and covered porches. Breakfast is made to order. Fish is always on the dinner menu. Includes: ground transfers, lodging, meals, and guided fishing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7-nights and 6-days guided fishing</th>
<th>$2,990.00 per person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-angler companion</td>
<td>$1,250.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Costa Rica - Rio Parisma Lodge
XL Tarpon, Tuna, Wahoo, and Jungle Species

2021 and 2022 Hosted Weeks

7-nights and 7-days guided fishing $6,000.00 per person
April 2-11, 2021: Guy and Toni Schoenborn host
April 1-10, 2022: Guy and Toni Schoenborn host

About 70-percent of our clients repeat this trip and a popular trip for couples. Choose between the Caribbean for abundant, large, 60 to 200-pound tarpon, plus tuna and wahoo, or the Tortuguero National Park jungle waterways and streams for snook, guapote, machaca, mangrove snapper, and mojarra. The Parismina River is home to four world-record snook. We've had clients land over thirty 60 to 150-pound tarpon during a seven-day stay. 21' V-hull Ocean Craft boats with 150-HP Evinrude motors, a fighting chair, marine radios, and fish finders. Two anglers per boat and English-speaking guide. Rio Parisma Lodge hosts up to 24 guests and is open January through June and August through mid-November. Larry referred to Rio Parisma as one of the best-run lodges in the world. Nice accommodations with a swimming pool, Jacuzzi, and a tackle-gift shop. Judy, the owner and hostess, is known for her superb meals and menu with a touch of Texan. Onsite, there are several types of monkeys, chameleons, orchids, bird species, butterflies...

Includes: airport reception, ground transportation between the airport and hotel (first and last hotel night are not included), ground transfer from the hotel to the air charter, roundtrip charter flight between San Jose and the Lodge; lodging, meals, and open bar at the Lodge (sodas, beer, and domestic liquors); wine with lunch and dinner, guided fishing, use of rods and reels, terminal tackle, daily laundry service, and taxes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9-nights and 7-days guided fishing</th>
<th>$6,000.00 per person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-angler companion</td>
<td>$3,300.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several Package Options.
Golfito Bay saltwater fishing is world-renowned. Target Pacific marlin year-round. The peak time for blue marlin is November, December, March, and April. Black marlin fishing peaks during July and August. Sailfish are available year-round, with peak fishing from November to May. The Lodge offers a diverse variety of light tackle, stand-up fishing. 28' center console boats with twin Suzuki 140-HP 4-stroke engines and 32' Contenders with twin 300-HP 4-stroke Yamahas. There is a certified scale at the dock.

Zancudo Lodge sits on a private beach bordered by the Pacific on the west and the Sabalo River on the east. Twelve deluxe rooms and four suites, each with a private bathroom, air conditioning, and flat-screen TV. Delicious meals. Swimming pool. Tour options include surfing, botanical gardens, zip-lining, wildlife sanctuary...

Costa Rica - Silver King Lodge

Legendary Tarpon, Snook, and Jungle Species

Silver King Lodge sits on the banks of the Rio Colorado, Costa Rica’s largest river in terms of mass flow. Year-round, the river, its mouth, and adjacent coastal waters are home to large, tarpon—200-pound fish are common. The best tarpon fishing months are mid-March to early May and late-August through early November. Fully equipped, 23’ deep V-hull, fiberglass boats with 150-HP Yamaha motors cross the river mouth in almost any condition and run offshore for wahoo, tuna, and dorado. From 16’ aluminum boats, fish rainforest streams and lagoons for guapote, snook...

Silver King Lodge has a swimming pool with an 8’ waterfall, hot tub, sauna, air-conditioned cottages with private bath, on-call masseuses, Wi-Fi, satellite TV, buffet-style meals, and an open bar.

Includes: airport reception, three ground transfers in San Jose, roundtrip domestic flight San Jose and the Lodge, meals, open bar, wine with dinner, guided fishing, loaner rods, reels, and daily laundry service. Fuel surcharge for offshore fishing may apply.

3-nights and 3-days guided fishing $3,085.00 per person
Single occupancy: one angler per room and boat $3,960.00
Many package options available.

Costa Rica - Tarponville Fly Fishing Lodge

Large Tarpon on the Caribbean Coast

Tarponville Fly Fishing Lodge is in the Gandoca Manzanillo National Wildlife Refuge near the border of Panama. Tarpon weighing over 200-pounds have been landed on both lure and fly. The Lodge specializes in large shallow water tarpon on light intermediate sink lines. You’ll fish from 24 to 28-foot Super Pangas with Yamaha motors. English-Speaking, local guides. Two anglers per boat and guide. For an added fee of $110.00 for two anglers, you can get in a 3-hour flats fishing session for bonefish, permit, triggerfish, and other species.

Tarponville hosts up to eight guests in air-conditioned bedrooms with a ceiling fan and a private bathroom. From the front porch, view howler monkeys, sloths, and several bird species. Shallow reefs perfect for fishing and snorkeling are a few yards from the Lodge.

Includes: lodging, all meals, snacks and nonalcoholic beverages at the Lodge, Wi-Fi, daily Happy Hour (beer and rum), guided fishing, fishing license, and laundry service. Non-angler rates are available.

8-nights and 7-days guided fishing $4,950.00 per person
7-nights and 6-days guided fishing $4,400.00 per person
6-nights and 5-days guided fishing $3,865.00 per person

Costa Rica - Zancudo Lodge

Over 70 I.G.F.A. World Records - Golfito Bay Billfishing

Golfito Bay saltwater fishing is world-renowned. Target Pacific marlin year-round. The peak time for blue marlin is November, December, March, and April. Black marlin fishing peaks during July and August. Sailfish are available year-round, with peak fishing from November to May. The Lodge offers a diverse variety of light tackle, stand-up fishing. 28’ center console boats with twin Suzuki 140-HP 4-stroke engines and 32’ Contenders with twin 300-HP 4-stroke Yamahas. There is a certified scale at the dock.

Zancudo Lodge sits on a private beach bordered by the Pacific on the west and the Sabalo River on the east. Twelve deluxe rooms and four suites, each with a private bathroom, air conditioning, and flat-screen TV. Delicious meals. Swimming pool. Tour options include surfing, botanical gardens, zip-lining, wildlife sanctuary...

Includes: airport reception, ground transfers, first-night stay at a 4-star hotel in San Jose, roundtrip flight between San Jose and Golfito, deluxe lodging, fishing license, use of all tackle and fly gear (deposit required for fly gear), all meals at the lodge, open bar, laundry and housekeeping, Wi-Fi, and free calls to the U.S.

28’ Standard boat rates:

Many package options available.

7-nights and 6-days guided fishing:
2-anglers per boat $5,695.00 p.p.
3-anglers per boat $4,595.00 p.p.
4-anglers per boat $4,395.00 p.p.

6-nights and 5-days guided fishing:
2-anglers per boat $4,995.00 p.p.
3-anglers per boat $4,295.00 p.p.
4-anglers per boat $3,895.00 p.p.

Non-angler rates available.

Prices are per person - double occupancy, unless otherwise listed.
Cayo Largo, a small island no more than 16-miles long and 1.9-miles wide, is one of the world’s best locations for finding big permit. Peak fishing is from February to late June when all super grand slam species—tarpon, bonefish, permit, and snook—are present. Permit, 15 to 25-pounds, are common. Migratory tarpon, averaging 30-pounds and up to 100-pounds, are regularly spotted, and shots at permit are frequent. Cayo Largo has a rotational system of six zones. During the week, you’ll fish each zone once. With the Liveaboard package, you’ll get in more fishing in Zone 5 and 6. 16-foot Super skiffs teamed with Yamaha 60 or 70-HP motors. The local guides can pole the skiffs on the shallowest bonefish flats. Two anglers per boat and guide.

Hotel Sol Club Cayo Largo is an all-inclusive resort with 296 deluxe rooms overlooking the ocean and numerous non-angler activities. Avalon I Liveaboard is a 110-foot yacht hosting up to 12 anglers. Air-conditioned cabins, delicious meals, and an open bar. Includes: roundtrip flight from Havana to Cayo Largo, ground transfer between airport/hotel, lodging and meals in Cayo Largo, guided fishing, fishing license, and four drinks on the skiff per day (beer, water, or soft drinks).

Peak Season Rates: March 6 - July 10, 2021:

Hotel Sol Club Cayo Largo $7,900.00 per person
Jardines Avalon I Liveaboard
Full Yacht: $79,900.00 for up to 12-anglers/6 skiffs and guides
Half Yacht: $39,950.00 for up to six anglers/3 skiffs and guides
Many more options.

Cuba - Cayo Cruz Resort - Avalon

Fly Fishing Only - Exceptional Flats Fishery

The Cayo Cruz fishery, also referred to as Cayo Romano, covers an area of 141 square miles. Each Avalon skiff has access to nearly 20 square miles of protected flats, lagoons, and pristine estuaries. Excellent year-round permit fishing and bonefish up to 10-pounds. From March through July, with the arrival of large tarpon between 30 and 90-pounds, you’ll have a shot at a Grand Slam. Two anglers per guide and skiff. The program hosts 20 anglers per week. The new Hotel Marina and Spa is just a 100-meter walk to the marina. Sixty air-conditioned rooms, a spa, swimming pool, signature restaurants, a bar and lounge, bowling alley, and more.

Includes: ground transfers between the airport and the hotel, lodging, meals and beverages at the hotel, guided fishing, fishing license, and four beverages on the skiff each day (beer, water, or soft drinks).

Peak Season Rates: March 6 - July 10, 2021:

7-nights and 6-days guided fishing $4,950.00 per person
Non-angler companion: $2,500.00 Several more options.

Cuba - Isla de Juventud Liveaboard - Avalon

Fly Fishing for Monster Tarpon

Explore the Canarreos Archipelago, the world-famous chain of islands that runs 80 miles from Isla de Juventud to Cayo Largo. Peak fishing is from late March to June when the largest concentration of migratory tarpon are in these waters, plus bonefish, permit, and jacks. 16’ Dolphin Super Skiffs with Yamaha 70-HP motors. The 75’ yacht hosts a maximum of 12 anglers in eight deluxe, air-conditioned cabins. A spacious lounge, hot tub, dining room, and bar area. Amazing Cuban dinners served with wine.

Includes: airport reception, liveaboard lodging, meals and open bar on the liveaboard, guided fishing, and fishing license.

7-nights and 6-days guided fishing on The Avalon Fleet I

Peak Season Rates: March 27 - July 3, 2021:

$75,900.00 per group - maximum of 12 anglers, five skiffs and guides, and full yacht exclusivity.

Low Season: March 6-27 and July 3 - August 7, 2021

$4,800.00 per person

Many more options.
Cuba - Jardines de la Reina (Gardens of the Queen)
Tarpon, Bonefish, and Permit - Liveaboard Yachts

Explore Jardines de la Reina, a protected marine park larger than the Florida Keys that lies 60 to 80 miles offshore along Cuba’s southern coast. Tarpon average 40 and 80 pounds, plus bonefish, jack crevalle, barracuda, and more. Peak tarpon and permit fishing is from March through July. The Gardens of the Queen is also an outstanding location for Grand Slams and Super Slams, in large part because the permit fishing is consistently good. Most flats are within 15-minutes of the liveaboards.

Dolphin Super Skiffs with 70-HP Yamaha motors. There are no fuel limitations with Avalon. Two anglers per boat and guide. Each skiff has a poling platform for the guide along with rod holders and generous storage space. The fishing season runs from mid-October to the end of August. At Jardines de la Reina, you'll fish from dawn until dusk, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Four liveaboard yachts offer full yacht and half yacht rates, while the new Avalon IV offers individual rates. All yachts have air conditioning, large dining areas, simple gourmet meals with fresh seafood daily, and direct access to the fishing grounds.

Includes: reception at the airport, a three-hour ground transfer between the airport and the Port of Júcaro, lodging and all meals and open bar on the liveaboard, guided fishing, fishing licenses, and Marine Park Conservation Fee, a $100.00 value.

Peak Season: March 6 - July 10, 2021:
7-nights and 5½-days guided fishing
New Avalon IV - 7 skiffs, 20 double suites $5,990.00 per person
Perola - 3 skiffs, 6 anglers $51,000.00 per group*
Avalon Fleet II - 6 skiffs, 10 single cabins $94,900.00 per group*
Avalon III - 7 skiffs, 15 double cabins $111,900.00 per group*

Low Season: January 2 - March 6 and July 10 - January 1, 2022:
Avalon Fleet II - 6 skiffs, 10 single cabins $75,600.00 per group*
Perola - 3 skiffs, 6 anglers $32,000.00 per group*

*Full yacht exclusivity. Half Yacht rates available.

Cuba - The Zapata Peninsula - Avalon
Bonefishing the Flats - Liveaboard Yacht

Zapata Swamp, an area of over 1,000 square miles and a World Heritage Site, remains one of the best-preserved wetlands systems in the Caribbean islands. The Georgiana, a luxurious 100-foot liveaboard, is located on the east side of the Canarreos and fishes six different zones each week. You'll fish the tides, the key to any good saltwater trip. The Zapata liveaboard is a year-round fishing program. January is very good bonefishing, with plenty of bones. Late March to mid-July is peak fishing when tarpon, permit, and jacks are also present for the Grand Slam season. Migratory tarpon averaging between 15 and 30 pounds and up to 100 pounds are regularly spotted, and shots at permit are frequent.

Zapata is one of the most reliable permit fisheries in Cuba. The guides implement a zone and skiff rotation. If your group has eight anglers, you'll bonefish three days in a flat-bottom skiff with a 1:1 guide ratio. And, you'll tarpon fish for three days with a 2:1 guide ratio on Dolphin Super Skiffs with Yamaha 70-HP motors. If your group has six anglers, you'll fish one angler per guide each day.

The MV Georgiana hosts up to eight anglers in six air-conditioned cabins with private bathrooms. The cuisine is simple but gourmet.

Includes: reception at the Havana airport, three-hour ground transfer from the hotel in Havana to Zapata, lodging and meals on the Liveaboard, guided fishing, and fishing license.

Peak Season: March 27 - July 3, 2021:
Six skiffs and yacht exclusivity. Up to 8 guests.
7-nights and 6-days guided fishing
$46,000.00 per group $23,000.00 per half-group
Up to 8 /Full yacht exclusivity Up to four anglers

Mid Season: February 20 - March 27 and July 3-31, 2021
7-nights and 6-days guided fishing
$42,000.00 per group $21,000.00 per half group

See our website for low season rates.
The Galápagos Islands, a volcanic archipelago, lies 600 miles off the coast of Ecuador and consists of 19 islands. San Cristóbal, the easternmost island in the Galápagos, is famous for its incredible numbers of striped, blue and black marlin, wahoo, and some of the world’s best bigeye and yellowfin tuna fishing. Fishing is year-round. Peak fishing is from December to June, when the seas tend to be their warmest and calmest. Ecuagringo, the outfitter, has been in operation in the Galápagos Islands since 2000.

In the last 19 years, more than 3,000 marlin have been caught and released by their boats. Galápagos striped marlin average 150 to 220 pounds and are one of the most powerful gamefish for their size. Blue marlin are aggressive, fast, and challenge anglers on just about any tackle. Males rarely grow over 300 pounds. Females grow more than 1,500 pounds and are over 14 feet long. Black marlin are the most difficult to find of the three marlin species. Most black marlin average between 300 and 800 pounds and can exceed 1,500 pounds and up to 15 feet long. You’ll fish from 36’ Sportfishers equipped with twin 600-HP outboards, a flybridge, outriggers, a fighting chair, safety equipment, a salon, and a restroom. Boats accommodate a three-member crew, four anglers, and up to two non-anglers.

**The Lodging** is at Ecuagringo house/apartment. Two guests per air-conditioned bedroom with queen bed and private bathroom. Breakfast is provided at the house and lunch onboard the boats and on tours. Dinners are on your own at local restaurants. The outfitter offers several non-angling adventures. Includes: airport reception, ground transfers between the airport, lodging and boats, first hotel night stay in Guayaquil City, lodging at Ecugringo house/apartment on San Cristóbal Island, breakfasts at the house, lunches, snacks, waters, and sodas while fishing, fishing aboard a 36’ custom Sportfisher, use of custom-built trolling rods, and bait.

**6-nights and 5-days guided fishing**  
2-anglers per boat $7,800.00 p.p.  
3-anglers per boat $5,600.00 p.p.  
4-anglers per boat $4,400.00 p.p.

**4-nights and 3-days guided fishing**  
2-anglers per boat $5,000.00 p.p.  
3-anglers per boat $3,600.00 p.p.  
4-anglers per boat $2,900.00 p.p.

**Fanning Island - Remote Pacific Island**  
**Sadly, the Fanning Island Project has been put on Hold**

We’re keeping our fingers crossed that this special destination will be accessible in the near future, but for now, it’s on hold.

Fanning Island is smaller, quieter, and more remote than its neighbor, Christmas Island. This developing destination is limited to six anglers per week. The island is part of the Line Islands of the central Pacific Ocean in the island nation of Kiribati. Located 173 miles north of Christmas Island and 900 miles south of Hawaii, this palm-treed atoll was the closing shot on Gilligan’s Island. Vast flats and three tidal passes where water feeds into the lagoon from the ocean provide good trolling, blind casting, and wade-fishing opportunities. Fish year-round for bonefish, trevally (bluefin, golden/striped, and plenty of giant trevally), parrotfish, triggerfish, Napoleon wrasse, yellowfin tuna, wahoo, mahi-mahi, and other exotic species. Bonefish average between 3 to 5 pounds. Bigger bones from 6 to 8 pounds, plus double-digit sized bones, are here as well. In 2018, Guy’s hosted group landed three bones 8.5 to 12 pounds in size. The head guide is Kiritimati (pronounced “Christmas”). Christmas is the brother of the renowned Christmas Island guide, Teannaki. Two anglers per guide.

Stay in touch. We’ll let you know when this exciting flats fishery is up and running again.
Prices are per person - double occupancy, unless otherwise listed.

**Guatemala - Sailfish Oasis Lodge**

**Pacific Coast Billfishing - Sailfish Capital of the World**

"During the first two days, our two boats hooked and battled close to 70 sailfish!" - Click here for Brad Staples's 2019 Trip Report.

Along Guatemala’s Pacific coast, strong currents moving east from Mexico collide with currents moving west from El Salvador, creating an enormous natural occurring eddy rich in bait and pelagic fish, a haven for sailfish, marlin, dorado, tuna, grouper, and more. Guatemala holds the conventional and fly-fishing records for the most sailfish released in one day. The numbers of sailfish are astronomical, and anglers get a marlin about every third day. During peak season, their fleet often averages 15 to 30 sailfish releases per day and a year-round daily average of 15 to 20 releases. The Lodge is open year-round, with peak fishing October through June. Only circle hooks are used for billfishing; all billfish are catch-and-release. Their 31 to 43-foot boats are some of the finest in Guatemala. The Captain Hook has a fighting chair.

**Sailfish Oasis Lodge**

is in a secure, residential, tree-lined development, a 10-minute drive from the marina. The Lodge boasts lush gardens, an inviting pool, and boardwalks to private, air-conditioned bungalows. The Lodge accommodates 20 guests. Gather at the open-air bar and restaurant to dine on prime U.S. beef, grilled jumbo shrimp, ceviche, and more.

**Includes:** ground transfers in Guatemala, lodging, all meals at the Lodge, beer, fishing with experienced captains and crew, conventional and fly tackle (one free fly), and bait.

Rates are good through June, 2021.

**36' Makina Out Island Express or 37' Intensity Gamefisherman:**

- 5-nights and 4-days guided fishing (3-anglers per boat) $4,725.00 p.p.
- 5-nights and 4-days guided fishing (4-anglers per boat) $3,885.00 p.p.
- 5-nights and 4-days guided fishing (5-anglers per boat) $3,601.00 p.p.

**40' Allure II Custom Carolina Capps or 43' Captain Hook Willis:**

- 5-nights and 4-days guided fishing (3-anglers per boat) $5,198.00 p.p.
- 5-nights and 4-days guided fishing (4-anglers per boat) $4,210.00 p.p.
- 5-nights and 4-days guided fishing (5-anglers per boat) $3,933.00 p.p.

**Iceland - Lake Thingvallavatn**

**Fly Fishing for Big Browns and Big Arctic Char**

**Lake Thingvallavatn** is the largest lake in Iceland, 32-square-miles, gin-clear, and home to ice age brown trout that grow to over 36 pounds. Many 20-pounders are landed during peak fishing, mid-May to mid-June. Fish Partner's, the outfitter, has five exclusive beats on the Lake. Your favorite spot is reserved for you. The beats offer great variety. One day, you may be searching for giant browns in the deep crevasses of the Kárastaðir beat, and the next day casting dry-flies to monsters in shallow water at the Villingavatn beat, which is regarded as one of the best trout beats in the world.

You're guided up to 12 hours each day by knowledgeable, English-speaking guides. Two anglers per guide. Heavy tackle is recommended. Streamers are effective, and in the right conditions, dry flies and nymphs also work.

At Lake Thingvallavatn, the evenings (twilight) are commonly the best time to catch brown trout, although the daytime can also be productive. Each evening after dinner, your guide will pick you up from the Lodge for another round of fishing, and you'll fish until dark. Although this trip is all about brown trout, it's interesting that three out of the five of Iceland's freshwater fish species live in this lake—brown trout, Arctic char, and the three-spine stickleback.

You'll stay at Efri Brú Lodge, a five to 20-minute drive from the fishing beats. The Lodge has three bedrooms with twin beds, two shared bathrooms, and Wi-Fi. Enjoy breakfast buffets and three-course dinners at the Lodge.

**Includes:** ground transfers to and from daily fishing beats, guided fishing, fishing license, lodging, Wi-Fi, breakfast, and dinner at the Lodge. You'll take a boxed lunch out fishing.

**5-nights and 5-days guided fishing $4,318.00 per person**
**Mexico - Scorpion Atoll Liveaboard**

*Fly Fishing for Bonefish and Permit*

"The BEST bonefishing I have experienced." - Brad Staples

Scorpion Atoll, the largest reef in the Southern Gulf of Mexico, is approximately 70 miles off the northern coast of the state of Yucatán, Mexico. The Atoll has five islands, shallow sandbars, and coral heads. Most of the islands have a skirt of two- to five-feet-deep flats. Others have 80- to 120-foot drops steps from the beach. Here, you’ll find above-average size permit and bonefish, plus barracudas, triggerfish, sharks, amberjacks, and more. The Atoll is a prime nesting site for turtles and many types of seabirds. Peak fishing is from April to May and mid-September to November. Local guides have an outstanding ability to read the water. Two anglers per guide.

The **Liveaboard**, a 42’ sedan bridge with twin diesel-powered 425-HP inboard motors, two berths, two full bathrooms, and a galley, comfortably accommodates four anglers and crew. The menu is simple and complete. Trips must have four anglers to proceed.

Click here for Campeche baby tarpon and Scorpion Atoll Combo.

The package is usually 5 nights and 4½-days guided fishing $5,950.00 per person. Due to covid uncertainties, please call Brad or Guy for the latest information regarding this trip.

---

**Mexico - Campeche Baby Tarpon - Tarpon Town Anglers**

*Light Tackle or Fly Fishing*

The Los Petenes Biosphere Reserve is a vast system of mangroves and wetlands. The brackish waters are perfect for snook, barracuda, and excellent numbers of acrobatic baby tarpon between 5 and 30 pounds. During Brad Staples’ hosted weeks, a good day was over 12 per boat, and a tough day was two per boat. Fully-equipped 21’-23’ pangas with casting decks, 60- to 75-HP Suzuki engines, and stocked beverage coolers. Two anglers per boat and guide. Native guides read the water and pole the boats.

The **Ocean View Hotel** has air-conditioned rooms, a swimming pool, tennis court, spa, and gym. It’s only a few blocks from the historic downtown square and 150 feet from where you board the boat. Early continental breakfast is provided for anglers. Dinners are on your own at local restaurants within walking distance of the hotel. Campeche, a quaint town, has several tour options for non-anglers.

**Includes:**
- ground transfer to/from the airport, hotel accommodations, a welcome seafood dinner, breakfast, guided fishing, onboard lunch, fishing license, daily cooler (with ice, water, soda, beer, and snacks), flies and lures if needed, use of satellite phone, Los Petenes Reservoir entrance fee, and service and sales tax. **Prices are subject to change.**

- 7-nights and 6-days guided fishing $3,650.00
- Non-angler companion: $1,050.00

---

**Mexico - Grand Slam Fishing Lodge**

*Ascension Bay Permit, Bonefish, and Tarpon*

Ascension Bay is world-renowned for its seemingly endless saltwater flats. The bay is part of the Sian Ka’an Biosphere Reserve, named a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1987. The best flats fishing is a 20- to 45-minute boat ride from the Lodge. Target permit, bonefish, and a chance to nail a Grand Slam. Fish from a 26’ open, center console boat or 25’ panga with 40 to 60-HP engine. Two anglers per boat and an English-speaking guide.

**Grand Slam Fishing Lodge** is open year-round with peak fishing March through June. The Lodge hosts up to 24 guests in 12 private, beachfront air-conditioned villas. The Kai Restaurant serves hearty meals with fresh, local ingredients. A tackle shop is on-site.

**Includes:** ground transfers to/from Cancun, beachfront lodging, three meals per day, bottled water, juice, coffee, daily housekeeping, guided fishing, fishing license, and all applicable Mexican VAT taxes.

**Peak Season Rates:** October 1, 2020 - June 30, 2021:

- 7-nights and 6-days guided fishing $4,335.00 per person
- 6-nights and 5-days guided fishing $3,735.00 per person

Many Package Options Available.
Thirty miles from Mazatlán lies Lake Picachos, Mexico's newest, hottest bass lake. The lake was created by the Picachos Dam on the Presidio River in 2009. Florida-strain largemouth bass were immediately stocked here. The Lake is 38-square miles in size, with a lake record bass of over 12-pounds. It's not uncommon to catch 50 to 60 bass in a single afternoon. The lake, while clean, is very brushy with heavy cover, a spinnerbait angler's paradise. Catch-and-release. Peak season is December to mid-April. January through March is bass spawning season and a popular time to fish. The Lodge has a fleet of 17-foot Xpress boats with 60-HP Yamaha outboard engines, fish finders, 70 PRO MinnKota 24-volt trolling motors, and high-quality baitcasting rods for you to use. Local Spanish-speaking guides.

**Many Package Options.**

---

Picachos Lodge hosts up to 24 anglers in ten air-conditioned bungalows. The new air-conditioned restaurant and bar has a large flat-screen TV and Wi-Fi. Mexican, American, and seafood meals. Includes: lodging, meals, alcoholic beverages, guided fishing, fishing license, use of Lew's Super Grip fishing rods, use of satellite phone, Wi-Fi, laundry service, and a nightly Cuban cigar.

*Prices are per person - double occupancy, unless otherwise listed.*

---

**Mexico - Holbox Fly Fishing Lodge**

**Giant and Baby Tarpon on Holbox Island**

On Holbox Island, you’ll find warm water fly fishing and superb beachfront accommodations. Tarpon can exceed 100 pounds from May through September, with 5- to 40-pounders available year-round plus barracuda, snook, and some permit. Present your Black Death fly to schools of giant tarpon in clear, shallow water. A battle can last 45 minutes or more. You may move into the mangrove lagoons where local guides pole the flats-style pangas in search of baby tarpon and snook. Spinning gear is also used here.

**Holbox Fly Fishing Lodge** hosts up to 12 guests and has spectacular sunset views. Daily Happy Hour with hors d’oeuvres and beer. Dinners are on your own. Several restaurants within walking distance. Non-angler activities include kayaking, horseback riding, birding...

Includes: ground and boat transfers from Cancun, lodging, chartered fishing, breakfast at the lodge, lunch on the boat, happy hour, and open cerveza bar. Numerous non-angler activities are available.

**Peak Season Rates:** May 1 - September 30, 2021:
- 7-nights and 6-days guided fishing: $3,795.00 per person
- 5-nights and 4-days guided fishing: $2,995.00 per person
- Non-angler companion is $200.00 per night. Many Package Options.

---

**Mexico - Van Wormer Resorts - Baja’s East Cape**

**Big Game Saltwater Sportfishing**

Van Wormer Resorts offer phenomenal fishing, spectacular diving, kayaking, golfing, and is a great family destination with activities for everyone. The East Cape takes you back to a simpler time, reminiscent of authentic Mexico. The resort operates a sport-fishing fleet of over 50 boats with quick access to world-famous fishing grounds that consistently produce huge numbers of blue, black, and striped marlin, sailfish, dorado, wahoo, yellowfin tuna, roosterfish, and more. Fish from 23’ Super Pangas or 28’ Cruisers on the Sea of Cortez. Two anglers per English-speaking guide. Fillet, freezer, and smokehouse services are available.

**Van Wormers,** a first-class resort, offers air-conditioned, oceanfront, poolside, or garden-view room and luxurious condos. Magnificent infinity-edge pool, a full-service spa, and gourmet dining options are on-site. Meals are not included. The local par-three nine-hole golf course is only $15.00. See our website.

Includes: lodging, guided fishing, and hotel and boat tax.

5-nights and 4-days fishing on a 28-foot standard cruiser: Two per room and boat start at $1,745.00 p.p. Many Package Options.

---

**Mexico - Ron Speed Jr.'s Picachos Bass Lodge**

**Mexico's Hot Bass Lake Near Mazatlan**

Thirty miles from Mazatlán lies Lake Picachos, Mexico’s newest, hottest bass lake. The lake was created by the Picachos Dam on the Presidio River in 2009. Florida-strain largemouth bass were immediately stocked here. The Lake is 38-square miles in size, with a lake record bass of over 12-pounds. It’s not uncommon to catch 50 to 60 bass in a single afternoon. The lake, while clean, is very brushy with heavy cover, a spinnerbait angler’s paradise. Catch-and-release. Peak season is December to mid-April. January through March is bass spawning season and a popular time to fish. The Lodge has a fleet of 17-foot Xpress boats with 60-HP Yamaha outboard engines, fish finders, 70 PRO MinnKota 24-volt trolling motors, and high-quality baitcasting rods for you to use. Local Spanish-speaking guides. Many Package Options.

**Picachos Lodge** hosts up to 24 anglers in ten air-conditioned bungalows. The new air-conditioned restaurant and bar has a large flat-screen TV and Wi-Fi. Mexican, American, and seafood meals. Includes: lodging, meals, alcoholic beverages, guided fishing, fishing license, use of Lew’s Super Grip fishing rods, use of satellite phone, Wi-Fi, laundry service, and a nightly Cuban cigar.

*Prices are per person - double occupancy, unless otherwise listed.*
Panama - Paradise Fishing Lodge
World-class Saltwater and Inshore Sportfishing

Paradise Fishing Lodge is just 50 miles from the famous Hannibal Banks. Prime fishing runs from November through August; however, fishing is great year-round. Fish for giant yellowfin tuna. Catch record-sized black or blue marlin, sailfish, mahi-mahi, and jacks flour here. Experienced and professional captains. Fish from center console boats, a 31' Contender, 27' Contenders, or a 26' Bluefin.

The Lodge has eight air-conditioned, ocean-view rooms, two private villas, an on-site restaurant, a large pool with a swim-up bar, a huge hot tub, and up to 25 acres of beautiful grounds to explore.

Includes:
- ground transfer between Panama City or David City and the Lodge
- lodging, all meals and beverages (including an open bar) at the Lodge
- Wi-Fi access, guided fishing, use of sportfishing gear, daily laundry service, $60 departure tax, Panamanian Tourism Hotel Tax at the Lodge, and 7% Panama State Tax.

6-nights and 5-days fishing
4-anglers per boat $3,760.00 per person
3-anglers per boat $4,334.00 per person
2-anglers per boat $5,390.00 per person

Panama - Hooked on Panama Lodge - Aqua Adventures
Billfish, Giant Yellowfin, Dorado, and More

Fish the world-renowned Isla Montuosa, Isla Ladrones, and the 1,000-fathom drop-off year-round. Peak billfishing months are December through April. Yellowfin tuna over 200 pounds are common between March and April. Inshore and offshore opportunities for black marlin, blue marlin, sailfish, wahoo, dorado, cubera snapper, roosterfish, trevally, tripletail, and more. Three 35' custom-built, comfortable Sportfishers and English-speaking guides.

Hooked on Panama Lodge is on the beach in Punta Burica, one of Panama's most beautiful areas with a wealth of wildlife and a variety of tropical birds. The Lodge features 12 studio-sized, air-conditioned cottages with Wi-Fi and private, covered decks, a restaurant, bar, pool table, satellite TV, indoor and outdoor dining, and a freshwater pool. Menus include American, Italian, Chinese, and Panamanian fare.

Includes:
- airport reception, first and last night's hotel stays in Panama City, round-trip airfare from Panama City to David, ground transfers in Panama City and David, meals at the lodge, open bar (with all-inclusive fishing packages), guided fishing, tackle, bait, fuel, lunches, ice, soft drinks, water, and cold beer.

VIP Packages - Peak Season: December 1, 2020 - May 31, 2021
6-nights at lodge and 5-days fishing
3-anglers per boat $4,961.00 p.p.
4-anglers per boat $4,239.00 p.p.
Non-angler companion $1,820.00

Many Package Options.

Panama - Hooked on Panama Lodge - Aqua Adventures
Billfish, Giant Yellowfin, Dorado, and More

Fish the world-renowned Isla Montuosa, Isla Ladrones, and the 1,000-fathom drop-off year-round. Peak billfishing months are December through April. Yellowfin tuna over 200 pounds are common between March and April. Inshore and offshore opportunities for black marlin, blue marlin, sailfish, wahoo, dorado, cubera snapper, roosterfish, trevally, tripletail, and more. Three 35' custom-built, comfortable Sportfishers and English-speaking guides.

Hooked on Panama Lodge is on the beach in Punta Burica, one of Panama's most beautiful areas with a wealth of wildlife and a variety of tropical birds. The Lodge features 12 studio-sized, air-conditioned cottages with Wi-Fi and private, covered decks, a restaurant, bar, pool table, satellite TV, indoor and outdoor dining, and a freshwater pool. Menus include American, Italian, Chinese, and Panamanian fare.

Includes:
- airport reception, first and last night's hotel stays in Panama City, round-trip airfare from Panama City to David, ground transfers in Panama City and David, meals at the lodge, open bar (with all-inclusive fishing packages), guided fishing, tackle, bait, fuel, lunches, ice, soft drinks, water, and cold beer.

VIP Packages - Peak Season: December 1, 2020 - May 31, 2021
6-nights at lodge and 5-days fishing
3-anglers per boat $4,961.00 p.p.
4-anglers per boat $4,239.00 p.p.
Non-angler companion $1,820.00

Many Package Options.

Panama - Paradise Fishing Lodge
World-class Saltwater and Inshore Sportfishing

Paradise Fishing Lodge is just 50 miles from the famous Hannibal Banks. Prime fishing runs from November through August; however, fishing is great year-round. Fish for giant yellowfin tuna. Catch record-sized black or blue marlin. Snook, 20- to 70-pound cubera snapper, pompano, huge roosterfish, mahi-mahi, and jacks flourish here. Experienced and professional captains. Fish from center console boats, a 31' Contender, 27' Contenders, or a 26' Bluefin.

The Lodge has eight air-conditioned, ocean-view rooms, two private villas, an on-site restaurant, a large pool with a swim-up bar, a huge hot tub, and up to 25 acres of beautiful grounds to explore.

Includes:
- ground transfer between Panama City or David City and the Lodge, lodging, all meals and beverages (including an open bar) at the Lodge, Wi-Fi access, guided fishing, use of sportfishing gear, daily laundry service, $60 departure tax, Panamanian Tourism Hotel Tax at the Lodge, and 7% Panama State Tax.

6-nights and 5-days fishing
4-anglers per boat $3,760.00 per person
3-anglers per boat $4,334.00 per person
2-anglers per boat $5,390.00 per person

Many Package Options.

Panama - Paradise Fishing Lodge
World-class Saltwater and Inshore Sportfishing

Paradise Fishing Lodge is just 50 miles from the famous Hannibal Banks. Prime fishing runs from November through August; however, fishing is great year-round. Fish for giant yellowfin tuna. Catch record-sized black or blue marlin. Snook, 20- to 70-pound cubera snapper, pompano, huge roosterfish, mahi-mahi, and jacks flourish here. Experienced and professional captains. Fish from center console boats, a 31' Contender, 27' Contenders, or a 26' Bluefin.

The Lodge has eight air-conditioned, ocean-view rooms, two private villas, an on-site restaurant, a large pool with a swim-up bar, a huge hot tub, and up to 25 acres of beautiful grounds to explore.

Includes:
- ground transfer between Panama City or David City and the Lodge, lodging, all meals and beverages (including an open bar) at the Lodge, Wi-Fi access, guided fishing, use of sportfishing gear, daily laundry service, $60 departure tax, Panamanian Tourism Hotel Tax at the Lodge, and 7% Panama State Tax.

6-nights and 5-days fishing
4-anglers per boat $3,760.00 per person
3-anglers per boat $4,334.00 per person
2-anglers per boat $5,390.00 per person

Many Package Options.
Russia - Zendzur Lodge on the Zhupanova River

Kamchatka Trophy-Size Rainbows

The Kamchatka Peninsula is known as the mother of all wilderness fly fishing regions. Trophy-sized rainbows average 24 to 28 inches and up to 35 inches. Rainbows crush skated mouse patterns and swung streamers on sink-tip lines. The season runs from late June through September. Late July through August, huge Asiatic kundzha (Siberian white-spotted char) make their annual migration up the river from the Bering Sea. These anadromous fish grow up to 20 pounds, aggressively take flies, and put up a powerful battle on single or two-handed fly rods. Dolly varden averaging between 12 and 18 inches are present in almost obscene numbers and readily take dry flies. Target silver salmon late August through September. You're shuttled between wading spots in Alaskan-style 18-foot Aluminum boats with 40-HP, 4-stroke jet motors. Two anglers per boat and English-speaking guide. The 2021 season runs from May 22 through October 9.

The Ryabaga Camp has ten duplex-style cabins. One angler per room with a queen-sized bed, private bathroom, plush robe, electricity, and Wi-Fi. Five-course dinners rival the finest restaurants. Includes: roundtrip helicopter flight from Murmansk, Russia to the Ponoi River Camp, all meals and lodging at the river, vodka and wine with dinner, soft drinks, guided fishing, and fishing permits. 7-nights and 6-days guided fishing $7,990.00 to $16,590.00 p.p.

Russia - Ponoi River Company

Fly Fishing for Atlantic Salmon

Located just above the Arctic Circle on the Kola Peninsula, the Ponoi River is regarded as one of the world’s best Atlantic salmon rivers. The Ponoi offers over 40 miles of double-bank fishing. Hovercraft and 17’ jet boats are used to access beats. Anglers have hooked as many as 75 salmon in a day, although the average is 30-plus fish per six-day week. The largest number of salmon are caught during the first five weeks of the season when the salmon to grilse ratio is about 2:1, and there are 24 hours of daylight. Two anglers per boat and English-speaking guide. The 2021 season runs from May 22 through October 9.

The Ryabaga Camp has ten duplex-style cabins. One angler per room with a queen-sized bed, private bathroom, plush robe, electricity, and Wi-Fi. Five-course dinners rival the finest restaurants. Includes: roundtrip helicopter flight from Murmansk, Russia to the Ponoi River Camp, all meals and lodging at the river, vodka and wine with dinner, soft drinks, guided fishing, and fishing permits. 7-nights and 6-days guided fishing $7,990.00 to $16,590.00 p.p.

Russia - Zendzur Lodge on the Zhupanova River

Kamchatka Trophy-Size Rainbows

The Kamchatka Peninsula is known as the mother of all wilderness fly fishing regions. Trophy-sized rainbows average 24 to 28 inches and up to 35 inches. Rainbows crush skated mouse patterns and swung streamers on sink-tip lines. The season runs from late June through September. Late July through August, huge Asiatic kundzha (Siberian white-spotted char) make their annual migration up the river from the Bering Sea. These anadromous fish grow up to 20 pounds, aggressively take flies, and put up a powerful battle on single or two-handed fly rods. Dolly varden averaging between 12 and 18 inches are present in almost obscene numbers and readily take dry flies. Target silver salmon late August through September. You're shuttled between wading spots in Alaskan-style 18-foot Aluminum boats with 40-HP, 4-stroke jet motors. Two anglers per guide and boat. The guides prepare hot shore lunches when salmon and dollies are in season.

Zendzur Lodge, a beautiful wilderness outpost, hosts six anglers. The main lodge has four suites, private bathrooms, dining hall, and two stand-alone cabins. Generator-powered electricity. Relax in the onsite natural hot springs and enjoy regional cuisine. Includes: all ground transfers in Kamchatka, roundtrip 30- to 50-minute scenic helicopter flight from Kamchatka to the helipad in front of the Lodge, all meals and accommodations at Zendzur Lodge, and guided fishing. 6-nights and 5-days guided fishing $6,995.00 per person

Panama - Tropic Star Lodge

The Lodge Currently Holds over 50 World Records

300 IGFA World Records have been broken in Piñas Bay. During peak season, December through February, the black and blue marlin average between 300 and 400 pounds. From June through September, larger blue marlin, 500 to 600-pounds, are usually landed. Peak sailfishing is June through August. Yellowfin tuna, roosterfish, snapper, and more. Most of the fishing is 6 to 20 miles offshore in fairly calm waters. 31’ Bertram Yachts with a captain and mate. Tropic Star Lodge is a world-renowned fishing resort. Deluxe, air-conditioned rooms with views. A freshwater swimming pool, an open-air bar, four-course dinners, and many non-angler activities. Includes: guided fishing, use of fishing tackle, lodging, meals, and wine with dinner. Packages do not include airfare or the charter flight from Panama City to the Lodge - $660.00 roundtrip.

7-nights and 6-days guided fishing on standard 31-foot Bertram:
- Peak Black Marlin Season - January and February 2021:
  • 4 per boat $6,420.00 p.p. • 3 per boat $7,225.00 p.p.
- Peak Billfish Season - December 2020 and June - September 2021:
  • 4 per boat $5,375.00 p.p. • 3 per boat $6,285.00 p.p.
- Inshore Season - March, April, and May 2021: Many Package Options.
  • 4 per boat $4,465.00 p.p. • 3 per boat $5,325.00 p.p.
When you travel, anything can happen. When it does, Global Rescue gets you home safely.

If you are ill, injured or in danger while traveling, emergency rescue and evacuation can cost well over $100,000—for Global Rescue Members, the costs are included.

The most trusted provider for anglers and adventurers worldwide.

+1.617.459.4200 | globalrescue.com/fwi19
Alaska - Aniak River Lodge
Spin or Fly Fish One of Alaska’s Best Rainbow Trout Rivers

2021 Hosted Weeks
Our 2021 hosted weeks are sold out. Book now for 2022.

Excellent Numbers of Rainbows and Silvers
August 12-20, 2022: Guy Schoenborn hosts
August 19-27, 2022: Guy Schoenborn hosts

The Aniak is one of Alaska's best rivers due to the variety of species and sheer numbers of fish you’ll catch. This is one of the best trips in the world for novice fly anglers because each day, they’ll get so many opportunities to hook and land large quantities of fish. There are very few other anglers here. Rainbows average 21” in length, with up to 30” bows landed.

The 2021 season runs mid-June thru September. Mousing is best the last two weeks of July along with peak char, grayling, and northern pike. The Aniak is the best producing tributary of the Kuskokwim for silvers. Silver fishing peaks from August 10 to September 1. Our clients have landed over 100 silvers in a day. The Aniak's unique locations offer many of the same options as expensive lodges without the need for fly-outs, allowing more time to fish. Catch-and-release only. 18’ jet boats with Yamaha 4-stroke 60 to 90-HP motors. A combination of boat and bank angling. Two anglers per boat and Coast Guard licensed guide. Two deluxe camps with excellent meals.

Aniak River Lodge has the only fixed camps on the river. Their main camp is 25 miles upriver from the town of Aniak. Trout Camp is another 15 miles upriver, where you'll be near islands and braids that create the best rainbow fishing. Both camps have hot showers, a large dining area, a drying tent, a generator, and carpeted WeatherPort tents with cots and linens. Read Guy’s 2019 Trip Report.

Includes: ground transfers from Aniak Airport to their Base River Lodge, boat transfers between Aniak and camp, lodging, meals, non-alcoholic beverages, guided jet boat fishing, all flies, and daily housekeeping.

7-nights and 6-days guided fishing $6,495.00 per person

Alaska - Anderson’s Outdoors Salmon Camp
Nushagak River King Salmon

The Nushagak offers some of the best freshwater king salmon fishing in Alaska and hosts staggering runs of chum, sockeye, and silvers. The camp is open from June 16th to July 11th for peak king salmon runs. The Camp is on one of the most productive stretches of water on the Nush—just below the East and West forks, which divide the river’s run of salmon. The entire run of salmon must swim past their camp. Retain one king per day, with an annual limit of four, plus chums and sockeye. You’re allowed to continue fishing after retaining a king, which means unlimited fishing time.

Fish from 20’ Willie Predator powerboats with Yamaha 4-stroke outboards, trolling motors, electronics, and comfortable seats. Four anglers per boat and guide. Evening fishing at camp is fantastic. From Dillingham, you’ll take a 25-minute floatplane flight to Anderson's intimate, all-inclusive camp on the Nushagak. The Camp hosts eight anglers. Hard-sided 12'x12' cabins have two twin beds, carpeted wooden floors, and propane heat. Hot showers and a generator on-site for nightly electricity. Enjoy hearty, chef-prepared meals in the dining tent. All staff is CPR and First Aid certified.

Includes: roundtrip floatplane flight between Dillingham and camp, fully guided fishing, all meals at camp, up to three beers per person per day, camp accommodations, use of all rods, reels, and tackle, and vacuum-packed fish care.

2021 and 2022 Rates:
5-nights and 6-days guided fishing $3,495.00 per person
4-full days and 2-half days guided fishing
4-nights and 5-days guided fishing $2,995.00 per person
3-full days and 2-half days guided fishing
5-day trips must be booked with a group size of four anglers.
Alaska - Aleutian Adventures
Sapsuk (Hoodoo) River King or Silver Salmon Fishing
Swing flies to wild salmon at this remote salmon camp on the Alaska Peninsula. The Sapsuk, also known as the Hoodoo River, is ideal for fly fishing and is easily waded. The Camp has exclusive access to multiple rivers and hosts only six anglers per week. Fish for chrome-bright kings and silvers fresh from the Bering Sea. There are also plenty of chum, sockeye, pinks, rainbows, and dollies. Anglers mostly Wade fish. The Camp has 16-17' boats with 40 and 60 HP Yamaha motors. Three anglers per boat and guide. Mid-June through July, target chrome-bright kings straight from the Bering Sea. Total catch-and-release on kings. Can keep one daily limit on silvers. Mid-August and through September, the silvers start pouring in, and these silvers love pollywogs. Two home pools near Camp offer some of the most productive water on the river. You can fish after dinner and late into the night. The riverside camp has WeatherPort tents with wooden floors and connecting wooden walkways, two outhouses, a shower house with hot water, a kitchen-dining tent, and a lounge tent. **Includes:** roundtrip boat transfer from Nelson Lagoon/camp, lodging at Camp, meals, non-alcoholic beverages, guided fishing, use of fly rods and reels. 
7-nights and 6-days guided fishing:
- King salmon weeks $4,525.00 p.p.
- Silver weeks: $4,295.00 p.p.
- Steelhead Creek $5,200.00 p.p.

Alaska - Alaskan Remote Adventures - Bristol Bay
Mulchatna River - Salmon and Rainbow Fishing
Formerly Bearfoot Adventures. Fly and lure fish the Mulchatna River, a breeding ground for all five species of Pacific salmon, plus world-class rainbows, dolly varden, grayling, and northern pike. The Mulchatna feeds the mighty Nushagak River. From mid-July to mid-September, fish smaller rivers for rainbows up to 27-inches. June through early August, 2.8 million sockeye return to this river system. The king salmon run is best July 1-24, with kings up to 50 pounds. Landing five kings per day is pretty typical, and a daily catch can exceed 10 to 20 kings per angler. In August, target acrobatic 10- to 16-pound silvers. Two anglers per guide and 18’ Lowe flat-bottom boats with 15 to 45-HP motors.
The remote riverfront Lodge hosts eight anglers per week and is open from late June to early September. The Lodge is heated, with hot showers, electricity, and chef-prepared gourmet meals. **Includes:** roundtrip floatplane Iliamna to the Lodge, lodging, meals, guided fishing, and up to 25-pounds of vacuum-sealed salmon.
6-nights and 6-days guided fishing: $6,000.00 per person
5-nights and 5-day Float, Camp, and Lodge Trip: $4,500.00 p.p.

Alaska - Blue Mountain Lodge - Daily Fly-outs
Kings, Silvers, Rainbows, Char Fishing - Orvis Endorsed
This remote Orvis-Endorsed lodge offers the best value for a fly-out lodge that we’ve found. The Becharof Ugashik Lake region is the spawning grounds for all five species of salmon, and millions crowd the lakes and streams. Each day, their pilots/guides will fly your group to a different small, wadable stream for salmon, dolly varden, Arctic char, rainbow trout, and grayling. Six anglers per week, three per plane. You should be in good physical condition, as you’ll sometimes hike up to a mile. Many of these streams are only fished by their guests. The Lodge often makes a 30-minute flight to Brook’s Falls in Katmai National Park for bear viewing. **Blue Mountain Lodge** is on an abandoned oil exploration road. The Lodge has a homey atmosphere, delicious family-style meals, a flatscreen TV to watch the day’s activities, and a view of the lake and the Aleutian Mountains. The duplex-style guest cabin has two bedrooms with queen beds and two front rooms with bunk beds. **Includes:** roundtrip charter flight from King Salmon to the Lodge, lodging, meals, beer, wine, soft drinks, Wi-Fi access, guided fishing, daily fly-outs to remote streams, and use of rods and reels. **6-nights and 5-days guided fishing:** $7,000.00 per person

Prices are person - double occupancy, unless otherwise listed.
Alaska - Chuck Thomas Professional Sportfishing
Kenai Peninsula King Salmon and Halibut

Home to the world-famous Kenai River, the Kenai Peninsula may be the most recognized region in Alaska for king salmon, halibut, dolly varden, and trophy-sized rainbows. Chuck Thomas has guided here for 28 years. The season runs from May to September. 20’ open river boats host four anglers plus a guide. For Cook Inlet halibut, 32’ saltwater cruisers with covered cabins seat up to six anglers plus a guide and deckhand. You’re guided six to eight hours each day. All ages and skill levels are welcome.

You’ll stay in Soldotna. Lodging options are a cabin that sleeps six or a condo for smaller groups. You’ll need to rent a car as no transportation is provided. All meals are on your own. Dining and shopping options are nearby.

Includes: deluxe lodging in Soldotna, a licensed professional guide, all bait, use of gear and tackle, and custom fish processing. Fly-out day trips can be arranged for an extra fee. Several Package Options.

4-nights and 3-days guided fishing $1,795.00 per person
(2-days fishing for salmon and 1-day fishing for halibut)

6-nights and 5-days guided fishing $2,595.00 per person
(4-days fishing for salmon and 1-day fishing for halibut)

Alaska - Dave Duncan and Sons

Five Salmon Species, Rainbows, Dollies, and Grayling

The Kanektok, also known as the “Chosen,” is 400 miles southwest of Anchorage, and flows through the majestic Togiak National Wildlife Refuge. The Duncans have guided in Alaska for over 40 years.

The Upper Base Camp: Ultimate dry fly mousing. Large leopard rainbows up to 30 inches, all five salmon species, Arctic char, and grayling are in the upper 35-mile section of the Kanektok.

7-nights and 6-days guided fishing: June 20 - August 29
Upper base camp is limited to 10 anglers $5,900.00 p.p.

The Lower Base Camp: Strong runs of king, chum, sockeye, pink, and silver salmon, plus rainbow trout, Arctic char, and dolly varden. Fish the lower 18 miles of river. Catch-and-release only. Walk-and-wade fish or float fish from guided Willie powerboats. Two anglers per boat and guide. Heated double-occupancy tents, hot showers, and great fishing right out the front door. Hearty, family-style meals.

7-nights and 6-days guided fishing: June 20 - August 29
Lower base camp is limited to 12 anglers $5,800.00 p.p.

90-mile Kanektok River Float Trip: July 18 - August 17
Great salmon fishing, fly fishing for rainbows, Arctic char, dolly varden, and grayling. Deluxe tent camps, hot showers, great meals.

6-nights and 6-days guided fishing $5,700.00 p.p.

All Camps Include: reception at Quinhagak Airport, boat ride to camp, guided fishing, use of rods, reels, and fly-tying materials; tent camping, and all meals.

Alaska - Egdorf’s Nushagak River Camp
Bristol Bay World-Class Rainbow Fishing

Egdorf’s is an excellent trip for beginning fly anglers because you’ll get many opportunities to hook and fight good numbers of rainbows, dollies, and grayling. The guides are excellent instructors. You’ll take a scenic one-hour floatplane flight piloted by Dave Egdorf to his camp on the banks of the upper Nushagak River, 250 miles from saltwater. The Nushagak is a gravel-bottomed, clear running, modest-sized river, an ideal habitat for spawning salmon, rainbow trout, Arctic grayling, and dollies. You’ll wade and drift fish. 18’ Lowe flat-bottom boats with 30-to 40-HP engines. Two anglers per boat and guide. Spin gear is available at camp. Catch-and-release only. There are no roads within 100 miles. Wildlife abounds with numerous weekly sightings of moose, grizzly bear, eagles, and more.

Egdorf’s Camp hosts up to six anglers and is open June 10 through September 9. WeatherPort tents with hard, elevated floors and a front porch with a rod rack and chairs. Chef-prepared meals are served in the heated dining room. There’s also a heated dressing/drying lounge. Hot showers are available.

Includes: roundtrip one-hour floatplane flight from Aleknagik Lake to camp, camp lodging, meals, and guided fishing.

7-nights and 6-days guided fishing $6,595.00 per person

website: www.fishingwithlarry.com
Alaska - Royal Coachman - Bristol Bay
Daily Fly-outs Included in Package - 30 Options

The Royal Coachman, a remote fly-fishing lodge, offers guided daily fly-outs to over 30 different rivers, exploring an area that is 250 miles wide. The Lodge is located on the Nuyakuk River in the middle of Wood River Tikchik State Park. The Lodge has 20 jet boats on ten rivers within the area. You’ll fish small wading streams to large rivers like the upper Nushagak, Agulapak, and Kvichak. Target all five salmon species, trophy rainbow trout, char, dolly varden, massive pike, grayling, and even some sheefish.

Fly-outs leave at 8:00 a.m., returning at 6:00 p.m. On rare days when it’s unsafe for fly-outs, the Lodge has access to 75 miles of wilderness rivers, and there’s great fishing in front of the Lodge. King fishing on the Nushagak runs from mid-June through July. Ten-pound pike are common, and 30-pounders over four feet have been landed.

Royal Coachman Lodge hosts up to 10 guests in four heated cottages with private baths. The main lodge has one bedroom, Wi-Fi, a fly-tying table, and a massage room. Hearty, homemade meals.

Includes:
- roundtrip floatplane trip between Dillingham and the Lodge
- lodging, meals, guided fishing, flies, daily fly-out trips from the Lodge (weather permitting), and taxes.

7-nights and 6-days guided fishing $10,050.00 per person

Alaska - Togiak River Lodge - Bristol Bay
One of the Best King and Silver Salmon Rivers in Alaska

Togiak River Lodge is in the heart of the world-famous Bristol Bay region and is the gateway to outstanding spawning grounds for all five species of Pacific salmon, plus Arctic char, grayling, dolly varden, and some rainbows. The Lodge is only six miles from saltwater. Salmon arrive power-charged and chrome bright. Fishing pressure is almost non-existent. During king season, they average 15 to 30 salmon per boat per day. While many rivers have a two-king annual limit, for the Togiak, you may keep two adult kings per day with an annual limit of five. Silvers average 12 to 14-pounds, with some 20-pounders, some of the largest in the Bristol Bay region. Prop and jet-driven boats allow access to the Togiak and its tributaries. Two to four anglers per boat and Coast Guard certified guides.

Togiak River Lodge hosts up to 20 guests in ten heated cabins - each with two to four twin beds and a private bath. The Lodge has a 40” flat-screen TV, Wi-Fi, a hot tub, sauna, and a drying facility for waders and raingear. Four-course family-style dinners.

Includes:
- lodging, meals, guided fishing, use of rods, reels, and tackle (both spin and fly), and vacuum-packed fish care.

7-nights and 7-days guided fishing $6,650.00 per person
5-nights and 5-days guided fishing $4,750.00 per person
4-nights and 4-days guided fishing $3,800.00 per person

Alaska - Eagle’s Nest Lodge
Glacier Bay Monster Halibut

Eagle’s Nest Lodge is in Gustavus—the gateway to Glacier Bay National Park. Target world-record sized halibut and king salmon in these protected waters of the Inside Passage. The Lodge has landed halibut over 400 pounds. Their boats average a 100-pound-plus fish per boat, per day. Kings, dolly varden, sockeye, and silvers are in the local rivers from late May through June. 28-foot boats host up to six anglers, have an enclosed cabin, a stand-up head (toilet), a heater, a large fishing deck, and the latest electronic equipment. Parties of four or more may reserve an entire boat.

Eagle’s Nest Lodge hosts up to 23 guests in nine rooms, excellent family-style meals, a big-screen TV, a pool table, and ping pong.

Includes:
- roundtrip ground transfers between the Gustavus Airport and the Lodge
- lodging, meals, guided fishing, use of rods, reels, tackle, bait, and gear; license, tags, and fish care for up to two 50-pound boxes of vacuum-packed, frozen fish fillets.

5-nights and 5-days guided fishing:
- 4 anglers per boat $4,100.00 per person
- 5 anglers per boat $3,900.00 per person
- 6 anglers per boat $3,600.00 per person
Sitka's prime location collects north and south migrating salmon in an excellent overlap. From aboard this 60’ liveaboard, you’ll fish the open ocean, the bays, and rivers of Baranof and South Chichagof Islands, or travel as far as Frederick Sound and Tracy Arm. Salmon, barn door-sized halibut and other species thrive in these waters. Alaska Coastal Outfitters' season begins the third week of June and runs through August 31. June and early July are best for kings, though there are good numbers in the area into September. Silvers begin showing in July and build through August. Kings are the biggest of the salmon species, most of them running 18 to 20 pounds with a few that are much larger. Silvers usually weigh in between 8 and 12 pounds. Chum and pinks are also here from June through August. Lingcod and rockfish are available all season. Owner and Captain Luke Bastian has been a full-time hunting and fishing guide since 2006 and lives in Sitka year-round.

New Cast-and-Blast option for 2021 for waterfowl and silvers. The Huntress, a 60’ charter vessel, travels 10 to 50 miles each day based on the group’s itinerary. Each trip is personalized. The ship has five staterooms, a roomy salon, and 2½ bathrooms with hot and cold water. The liveaboard anchors each night in a protected cove and hosts up to six guests, plus, the Captain, the cook, and the deckhand/fishing guide.

Includes: roundtrip ground transfers from the Sitka airport to the liveaboard, liveaboard lodging and meals, guided fishing, the use of all fishing equipment, premium bait, use of raingear, rubber boots, waders and wader boots, fish processing: vacuum-sealed, flash frozen, and boxed per airline regulations (Sitka fish box tax included), and the sales/bed tax.

Rates are for Fishing Trips and New Cast-and-Blast Program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Anglers</th>
<th>Rate per Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$4,150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$4,450.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$4,659.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$5,650.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sitka is a 2-hour flight from Seattle.
Montana - Ed Lawrence's Flyfishing Outfit
Fly Fishing Five of Montana's Best Wild Trout Fisheries

Ed Lawrence, a veteran Montana guide, offers affordable fly-fishing trips. To fly fish Montana, you need to be able to make a decent backcast or roll cast and place a fly 20-feet away from a 16’ drift boat. High-quality lodging is available in each location, so all you need to do is pack your gear and head to Montana. You’ll cover 7 to 10 miles of water each day. Stop to wade the most promising pools and runs. Trips are available from April through late September.

- The Yellowstone River is the longest undammed river in the Lower 48. Fish sections of the river along a 95-mile stretch between Yellowstone National Park and Big Timber. Catch German browns, rainbows, native cutthroat trout, and mountain whitefish.
- The Madison River is one of the state’s most famous Blue Ribbon tailwaters. Fish a 24-mile stretch flowing out of Yellowstone National Park downstream to Ennis. Fish a 15-mile stretch of the river below Beartrap Canyon near Bozeman. The river slows but is still full of rainbows, browns, and an occasional cutthroat. The best fishing is during spring and fall when the water is cooler.
- The 30-mile stretch of the Missouri River between Holter Dam and Cascade may be the best trout habitat in Montana. If you’re interested in catching Alaska-size rainbows, add the Gates of the Missouri to your Missouri River package. This area is the reservoir above the Holter Dam. Fish average 20 to 22 inches. Space is limited, and there’s a $50.00 surcharge for the Coast Guard licensed guide and powerboat to ferry you upstream.

Includes:
- hot-cooked breakfasts, streamside lunches, lodging, daily ground transfers from lodging to fishing locations, and guided fishing—two anglers per boat and guide.
- includes tent camping, gourmet meals, wine with dinner, soda, water, and beer on the boat; use of fly-fishing gear—rod, reel, and go-to flies; and U.S. Forest Service fees.
- 5-nights and 6-days guided fishing: $3,500.00 per person
- 5-nights and 6-days guided fishing/rafting combo: $2,895.00 p.p.
- 5-nights and 6-days rafting only: $2,200.00 per person

Idaho - Tight Lines - Middle Fork of the Salmon River
Flyfish 100-miles of Idaho’s Middle Fork of the Salmon River. The journey includes 32-named rapids, with several class III and IV whitewater rapids through spectacular and rugged country. The Middle Fork holds one of the healthiest wild trout populations in the west. The season runs from June through September. Dry fly fish for native cutthroat averaging 8 to 15” with some in the 20” range, along with a few native rainbows and bull trout. Feeder creeks offer excellent pocket water fishing for cutthroat and native redside rainbows. You’ll primarily dry fly and occasionally nymph. Catch-and-release only. Two anglers per guide and drift boat or raft. Two per 6-person tent with two cots and self-inflating pads.

Includes:
- tent camping, gourmet meals, wine with dinner, soda, water, and beer on the boat; use of fly-fishing gear—rod, reel, and go-to flies; and U.S. Forest Service fees.
- 5-nights and 6-days guided fishing: $3,500.00 per person
- 5-nights and 6-days guided fishing/rafting combo: $2,895.00 p.p.
- 5-nights and 6-days rafting only: $2,200.00 per person

The Cast-and-Blast package is limited to a group size of 8-12 and covers 52 miles of the Salmon and 20 miles of the Snake River. Fish for steelhead and hunt for chukar from mid-September through October. Dogs are welcome on this trip.

Includes:
- hot-cooked breakfasts, streamside lunches, lodging, daily ground transfers from lodging to fishing locations, and guided fishing—two anglers per boat and guide.

Yellowstone or Madison package – Lodging in Bozeman, MT
- 4-nights and 3-days guided fishing $1,400.00 p.p.
- 5-nights and 4-days guided fishing $1,843.00 p.p.

Missouri package – Lodging in Helena, MT
- 4-nights and 3-days guided fishing $1,415.00 p.p.
- 5-nights and 4-days guided fishing $1,859.00 p.p.

Beaverhead or Big Hole package – Lodging in Dillon, MT
- 4-nights and 3-days guided fishing $1,450.00 p.p.
- 5-nights and 4-days guided fishing $1,906.00 p.p.
2021 will be Tracy Zoller’s 44th year guiding on the Klickitat. This beautiful river is approximately 70 miles long, with only a few roads and trails for access. The Zollers provide quality drift boat trips on the lower 30 miles of this river and are the only outfitter holding a full-time permit with the USFS for the 10.8 mile Wild Scenic section. Their season runs June 1st to November 30th.

The Klickitat, a tributary of the Columbia, holds some of the most secluded and untapped fishing waters in the Lower 48. Each year, thousands of salmon and steelhead migrate from the Pacific Ocean into the Klickitat River to spawn. The spring Chinook run peaks in June. June through October are peak steelhead fishing months. Fall chinook salmon fishing peaks the last week of August through early October. The Klickitat has two silver salmon runs. The first run is in September, and the second is in late-October when the larger silvers arrive (6 to 8 pounds on average, with 14 pounds considered large). Two anglers per boat and guide. Custom Fish Rite drift boats have padded seats, seatbacks, and ample legroom. You’ll fish 8 to 10 hours each day.

There are four cabins within a stone’s throw of the river. Each cabin sleeps up to four and has a private bathroom with shower, Wi-Fi access, comfortable beds with linens, and Pendleton blankets. Family-style meals and seasonal fruit pies or cobblers.

Includes: lodging, meals, guided fishing, use of conventional fishing gear (rods, reels, and tackle), and shuttle to the launch site.

2-person minimum per cabin. Customize Your Trip.

Guided Fishing, 2 or more anglers per boat - $300.00 p.p. per day
One-angler per boat: $400.00 per day

The Cabins are $135.00 per night (divided between/up to 4-anglers)
Three meals per day $45.00 per person per day.

Spring Turkey Hunts:
From April 15th to May 31st, hunt thousands of acres of turkey habitat. You’ll travel by 4WD vehicles or drift boats to get to many prime locations. Two to three hunters per guide, groups of up to twelve. Larger groups can be accommodated.

Includes: lodging, meals, guided hunting, and shuttle to the grounds. $275.00 per day per person

One hunter per guide $375.00 per day.

Prices are person - double occupancy, unless otherwise listed.
2022 Hosted Trips

**Brazil - Itapará Lodge**
Peacock Bass Fishing - Lures or Flies
5-nights and 4½-days guided fishing
$3,400.00 per person (2021 pricing)
One angler per room and boat
January 7-13, 2022: Brad Staples hosts

**Christmas Island - The Villages Fishing Lodge**
One Angler per Guide - 3-Hour Flight from Honolulu
Great Bonefishing, Giant Trevally, Tuna, and Wahoo
7-nights and 6-days guided fishing
$2,990.00 per person (2021 pricing)
Non-angler companion $1,250.00
March 14-22, 2022: Brad Staples hosts
March 21-29, 2022: Brad Staples hosts
April 11-19, 2022: Guy Schoenborn hosts
April 18-26, 2022: Guy Schoenborn hosts
Oct. 31 - November 8, 2022: Brad Staples hosts

**Argentina - Golden Dorado River Cruiser**
Golden Dorado Liveaboard on the Paranà River
7-nights and 6½-days guided fishing
$4,950.00 per person (2021 pricing)
March 25 - April 2, 2022: Brad Staples hosts
April 1-9, 2022: Brad Staples hosts

**Costa Rica Caribbean - Rio Parismina Lodge**
XL Tarpon, Tuna, Wahoo, and Jungle Species
7-nights and 7-days guided fishing
$6,000.00 per person (2021 pricing)
Non-angler companion $3,300.00
April 1-10, 2022: Guy and Toni Schoenborn host

**Alaska - Aniak River Lodge - New Mid-River Lodge**
One of Alaska's Best Rainbow Trout Rivers
7-nights and 6-days guided fishing
$6,495.00 per person (2021 pricing)
August 12-20, 2022: Guy Schoenborn hosts
August 19-27, 2022: Guy Schoenborn hosts

**Brazil Peacocks** - Agua Boa Amazon Lodge
Peacock Bass, Arowana, Pirarucu, Tiger Catfish...
One of Top 10 Fly Fishing Lodges in the World
7-nights and 6½-days guided fishing
($5,950.00 per person (2021 pricing)
October 21-29, 2022: Archie Adams hosts
Oct. 28 - November 5, 2022: John Holpuch hosts
November 11-19, 2022: Brad Staples hosts
Agua Boa Amazon Lodge - Hosted Holiday Weeks
7-nights and 6½-days guided fishing (Save $900.00)
November 18-26, 2022: Guy Schoenborn hosts
Nov. 25 - December 3, 2022: Unhosted Week

**Argentina - Jurassic Lake Lodge**
Fly Fishing Patagonia for Giant Rainbows
7-nights and 6½-days lightly guided fishing
$7,250.00 per person (2021 pricing)
December 1-10, 2022: Guy Schoenborn hosts

*You are not restricted to our hosted weeks. Provided there are openings, we can book these lodges for a time that works best for you. All prices are subject to change.*